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Selected As A Beat All Round Kerc.acky Community Newspaper

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
•

United Press International

In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, September 18, 1969

Seen&Heard It W.Myers
Around
Passes Away
Murray
At Plant

Vol. LXXXX No. 221

Four Local Students Receive
$5000 Fellowships At MSU

If a person could contrqiascov
he feels, 100 per cent, he IP6uld
be better off.

Robert Wayne Myers, a foreat the Murray Division of
the Taiwan Corapany, was claimed by death Wednesday at five
Too many times emotions cloud p. m. while at welt at the stove
what he does, and how he feels. plant.
Deputy Coroner James ShelThe Defense Department has
ton was called to the scene. Dr.
approximately 200,000 Purple C. C. Lowry was also at the
Hearts on naiad. None have plant at time of the death.
been purchased since the KoMyers, age 56, had been emrean War and none are now on ployed by the Tappan Company
order.
for the past seventeen years
and was a foreman in the founThe only members of the Ken- dry. He was a member of the
nedy family being guarded by Blood River Baptist Church.
the Secret Service are the chilHe was barn May 2/3, 1913,
dren of the late President John In Calloway County to the late
F. Kennedy. By law they may Hawley Myers and I3ertie Holbe protected until they are 16. ley Myers.
Mrs. Kennedy does not receive
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
this protection since her re- VOIMill Maupin Myers of Murmarriage.
ray Route Three; one daughter,
Mrs. Gerald (Sharon) Simon of
A record number of driveways Gieaxiale Heights, Ill.; five sons,
being paved in Murray. We Donald Myers of Midwest City,
know of no town where people Oklahoma, Gerald Myers of
have such pride in their homes. Maarmy Route Three, Benny Myers of Murray Route Five, RoTake another look at that bert Paul Myers, North 7th
Dawn Redwood in the yard of Street, Murray, and Larry wthe Bank of Murray Drive-in en, South 14th Street, Murray':
branch. That is a specimen tree
Mr. Myers is also survived by
If we ever sew one.
two half sisters, Mrs. Maybell
Presley and Mrs. Sine Lou CaWe added another omen fish vage of Savannah, Tenn.; ooe
to our collection in the Plecos- half brother, Clifton Myers a
tomus Catfish. We are not for Savannah, Tenn.; nine grandsure about that spelling, but children; two great grandchilanyway you spell him, he's a dren.
bum. He has a large round
Funeral arrangements are insucker for a mouth and spends complete, but friends may call
most of his day hanging from at the Blalock-Coleman:1 Funeral
the side of the aquarium. About Home.
the only thing he is good for
Is stirring up debris at the bottom.

10* Per Copy

Fifteen Persons
Fined In Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn

Grants Awarded For Work On
Master Of Arts In Teaching

Fifteen persons were chargU.S. Navy.
Four Murray State Univer- years with the
ed, entered pleas of guilty, and
has one child.
married
is
Calloway
from
graduates
of
Court
in
City
the
fined
were
sity
City Judge William H. (Jake) County have received $5000 felFormerly of New Jersey, CotDunn during the past week. Re- lowships to work on their masis a 1969 graduate of
tringer
cords show the following oc- ter of arts degree in college
State with a bachelor's
Murray
teaching at MSU.
curred:
degree in psychology. This past
Eugene Blanton, no operatsummer he worked as a counseor's license, fined $15-00 cods
They are: Marion Alexander,
of
Sparks,
M.
*arHarry
lor at the Kentucky State Pripresident
$5009 FELLOWSHIPS AT MURRAY STATE - Dr.
$4.50, unnecessary noise, fined 503 North Seventh, Murray; Bill
son in Eddyville. He has also
ray State University, (far left) recognizes Calloway County residents (left to right) Mrs.
$15.00 costs $4.50, for a total of Cottringer, Route 1, Lynn
afor
Bowman
served four years as an air
been
Mike
haying
and
ander,
Alex
Marlon
BM
Sprunger,
Cottringer,
Jane
$39.00.
Grove; Mrs. Jane Sprunger, policeman with the US. Air
teaching
in
college
arts
degrees
of
warded $5000 fellowships to work on their master
L. P. Burkeen, disregarding 1606'4 Miller, Murray; and
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Force and has worked with the
at MSU.
stop light, fined $10.00 costs Mike Bowman, Route 3, MurU.S. Post Office.
ray.
$4.50.
B. S. Beaty, driving while inAnother 1969 graduate of
Funded by the Education Pro- MSU is Mrs. Sprunger, wife of
toxicated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costs $4.- fessions Development Act of Arlo Sprunger, Jr. She has been
1968 and administered by the an Upward Bound tutor and
50.
C. M Farris, shoplifting, fin- Health, Education and Welfare counselor and will concentrate
The Murray Hi-Y Club will ed $50.00 costs $4.50.
Department, the fellowship is on the field of history.
be sponsoring a car wash on
L. 1). Gammons, public drun- for two years. The student reSaturday, September 20, from-- kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.- ceives $2400 the first yaor and
Members of the Murray High
Also studying history will be
nine a.m, to five p.m. at the 50.
$2600 the second year.
School Chapter of the Future
Bowman, a 1966 Murray State
Wishy Ny,ashy Car Wash on
Grogan, driving
Wortilue
Homemakers of America colStory Avenue.
The program is designed to graduate. A native of Miami,
while intoxicated, amended to
lected $809.71 in the Cystic
Members said the price will reckless driving, fined $100.00 qualify each individual to teach Florida, he has spent two years
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Filrosis drive conducted Sunincludes a tho- costs $4.50.
on the junior college or com- teaching at Coral Gables Acaday afternoon in the city of Senate has decided total U.S. be $1.75 which
interthe
of
out
cleaning
rough
demy in Florida.
munity college level.
no
be
should
strength
while
troop
a
Murray.
J. L Merrell, driving
Call 753-1469 intoxicated, amended to reckThis drive was made in me- bigger than it is today, and has ior of the car.
Included in the curriculum
mory of the Late Lulu Young voted to restrict future U.S. in- for pickup and delivery ser less driving $100.00 costs $4.50.
L. G. McCarty, disregarding are three semesters of classwhose death was due to this volvement in Laos and Thailand vice.
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs room work and professional
disease last year. She was a to supplies and machinery, not
two-year college education and
$4.50.
member of the Murray High men.
Both measures were passed
Kenneth Todd, public drun- a final semester of internship
FHA.
kenness, fined $15.00 costa 114.- in a junior or community colMiss Nancy Mathis, coordina- Wednesday as amendments to
lege.
50.
tor for the drive, expressed her the beleagured $20 billion deS. J. Woods, reckless driving,
appreciation to the public for fense procurement bill, the
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
the wonderful response given measure which contains authorAlexander, a graduate of MisMrs. India Bell Smock of
Tass Hopson, reckless driv- souri School of Mining, will do New Concord died suddenly
girls in their drive. The ization for the safeguard anti- Several cases were heard in
the
Two Tetras, Head and Tail
eighty-five members helped in missile system and dozens of the Calloway County Court of ing, fined $20.00 costs $4.50.
study in the field of physics. this morning at 4:20 at her
Light, which glow in the light.
other new weapons.
J. D. McKinnis, disreg
the drive.
jaidge Hall McCuiston during
Sieving received his teasterai booms aka was st years of age
wail
bill
whole
the
an
vote
A
Captains for the drive were
the past week. Records show stop sign, fined $10.00 c
degree from MSU, he has taught and a member of the Methodist
A two car collision occurred
Harrell cut a large Hicktentatively set for late this af- the following occurred:
$4.50.
Church. Wednesday at 3:22 p.m. at the Suzanne Hale, Jenny Barker, ternoon.
Tree in his front yard.
R. D. Cook, speeding, fined for three years on the high
Prince Fox, Route Five, MurThe deceased is a native of
intersection of South 7th and Linda Cochran, Susan Hale,
and
ceiling
troop
the
Both
conduct, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
school level and has spent 22-4 Hardin County, Ill. She and her
We estimate a minimum of 73 Maple Streets, according to the Gail Lyons, Celia Simmons, Ri- the Laos - Thailand involvement ray, disorderly
S. M. Crass, reckless driving.
ta Harris, Beth Tuck, Kitty
$10.00 costs $25.00; Sheriff.
husband moved to Calloway
per cent of the drivers in the report filed by the officers of
Mar- measures were passed with PenHobbs, cold check- fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Sheila
Steele,
Latimer,
William
six months ago from
County
Police
Department.
the
Murray
age,
years
of
25
city are under
E. A. Taylor, reckless drivilyn Parks, Patricia Evans, and tagon approval.
ing, fined $10.00 costs $2560;
Grantsburg, Ill.
No injuries were reported.
including the university.
Senate
the
71-10,
of
vote
By a
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Jan Purdom.
Sheriff.
Mrs. Smock is survived by
Mrs. G. T. Lilly and Mrs. A okayed a limit of 3,461,000 for:
Steven D. Bindert, 303 South
Cars involved were a 1939
husband, Harley Smock of
her
One blistering, hot day when
total U.S. troop strength until
speeding,
New Concord; three daughters,
she had guests for dinner, a Chevrolet four door sedan dri- B. Crass were the advisors for next July 1. That figure is the 13th Street, Murray,
fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
Mrs. Charles (Gail) Robinson of
mother asked her four-year-old ven by Audie B Dick of 500 the chapter members.
present troop level. The ceilThe Spring Creek Baptist Elizabethtown, 111., Mrs. Forrest
son to say grace before the South 13th Street, Murray, and
ing would not apply in a nata 1988 Chevrolet two door hardRandall B. Taylor, Route Two,
Church will have its annual (Linda) McDonald of Joliet,
meal.
ional emergency, but it would Hazel, reckless driving, fined
by
top
L.
driven
McSandra
homecoming an Sunday, Sep- and Mrs. Donald (Bonnie) Street
"But I don't know what to
the
grow smaller each time
Connell of 203 Anita Drive, Pa$10.00 costs $18.00; State
Mrs. Mary Alva (Peggy) , tember 21, with a basket din- of Metropolis, Ill.; five sans
say," the boy exclaimed.
Nixon administration subtracts lice.
Val Gene Smock of Eddyville
Knight, 78, formerly of 334 ner to be served at 12 noon.
"Oh, just say what you heard ducah.
from the current level by with201 South Hays Ave., Paducah, died at
Campbell,
T.
Larry
Randall Smock of Dwight, Ill.
me say," the mother replied.
Police said Miss McConnell
Vietfrom
drawing more troops
All gospel singers are invited Raymond Smock of Pleasant
13th Street, Murray, reckless 2:30 p.m. Tuesday in Western
Obediently, the boy bowed was going west on Maple Street
nam.
to come and participate in the Plains, Ill., Billy Smock of Murdriving, fined $10.00 costs $18.- Baptist Hospital.
his head and murmured: "Oh, and failed to see the Dick car
Sen. Gordon Allott, R-Colo., 00; State Police.
Mrs. Knight was a native of singing.
ray Route Five, and Jack Smock
Lord, why did I invite those going south on South 7th Street.
attacked the ceiling, calling it
Jaye Danny France, Route Calloway County. She was the
of Joliet, Ill.; two brothers,
$18
people here on a hot day like
the
of
Damage to the Dick car was
substructure
The
a "meat ax cut" and adding, rwo, Lynnville, speeding, fined widow of Jesse Knight with
The primary purpose of the Christopher Rainey of Rosithis?"
Mcthe
to
and
aon the left side
million Interstate 24 bridge
"we don't know what we'll be $10.00 costs $18.00; State Po- wham she had owned and op- homecoming is for the upkeep clair, IlL, and Otis Rainey of
Connell car on the right front. cross the Ohio River, near Pa- facing tomorrow."
lice.
erated a grocery store on Hays of the church and community Pontiac, Mich.; twenty-eight
ducah, is about 40 per cent
The Laos-Thailand measure, Billy J. McDaniel, Route One, Avenue, Paducah, for many cemetery.
grandchildren; one great grand.
conconditions
complete and
which passed 86-0, was hailed Big Sandy, Tenn., speeding. fin- years. He died in 1958
daughter.
tinue to favor completion of the by its backers as a Gulf of ed $10.00 costs $18.00; State
She was a member of Mizpah
Lexie Watson, treasurer for
Funeral arrangements are .nentire mile-long structuer by Tonkin resolution in reverse. Police.
Presbyterian Church.
the cemetery fund, and Charles complete. The Blalock-Coleman
De
Kentucky
a
Dec. 1 of 1971,
The reference was to the 1964
Danny J. Gee, Route Four, She is survived by three sons, Chumbler, pastor of the church, Funeral Home has charge of
partment of Highways repre- resolution which the Johnsm Murray, speeding, fined $10.00 Carl and Herman Knight, both
extend a cordial welcome to all local arrangements.
sentative said Wednesday at 3 administration later used as its costs $18.00; State Police.
of Paducah, and Victor Knight members and friends of the
Rn
Paducah
the
of
meeting
legal basis for greater military
Charles E. Dozier, 1307 Main, of Taylor, Mich.; two daugh- church to come to the services.
-Maj. David E. Crew, 33, tary Club.
By NAT GIBSON
involvement in Vietnam.
Murray, speeding, fined $10.00 ters, Mrs. Charles Walker Jr. of
SAIGON 11P0 - Six of the Cedar R,apicis, Iowa.
ccsts $18.00; State Police.
Paducah and Mrs. William D.
-Mal. Thomas C. Middleton
eight U. S. Special Forces men
Work is on schedule in spite
Sue E. Hopper, 512 Hudson, Tucker of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.;
investigaJr., 29, Jefferson, S. C.
who have been under
of flooding during the winter
Wellsville, Mo., speeding, fin- and 13 grandchildren.
FOUR CITtsi
-Capt. Leland J. Brumley, and this summer, according to
tion in the alleged murder of a
Funeral services are scheded $10.00 costs $18.00; State
Vietnamese national will be 26, Duncan, Okla.
A revival meeting has been
Wayne Simmons. Ballard Counl'oi ice.
uled for 2 p.m. today at LindFour persons were cited by
-Capt. Robert F. Maraca:), ty native who is project enctiant martialed, the Army anGene D. Kimbro, Route Five, :my Funeral Chapel. The Rev the Murray Police Department planned at the Oak Grove Cum29, Bkaumfield, N. J.
nounced today.
Murray, reckless driving, fined Joe Gardner will officiate and yesterday and last night. They berland Presbyterian Church
gineer of the bridge job for the
--Capt. Budge E. Williams, department of highways.
The derision was announced
Members of the Murray Wo- $10.00 costs $18.00; State Po- burial will be in Mt. Pleasant were one for public drunken- beginning September 21 and
at a news conference in Saigon 27, Atlanta, Ge.
27.
man's Club are urged to make lice.
Cemetery in Graves County.
ness and disorderly conduct, running through September
The Army said the charges
and followed a two-mouth inServices begin each evening at
Simmons explained to Rotar- their reservations by Saturday
Henry Dixon, Dexter, hunting
one
driving,
reckless
for
cne
attracted against two other Green Berets
which
vestigation
ians the work under way on morning, September 20, for the out of season, fined $15.00 costs
for driving while intoxicated 7:30 p.m.
worldwide headlines.
Bro. Virgil Weeks, pastor of
piers for the four-lane bridge. dinner meeting of the general $18.00; ,Department of Fish and
on
(Continued
Page
Nine)
and no operator's license, and
Among those charged in the
Lebanon Cumberland PresbyEighteen piers will be required club to be held on Monday, Wildlife.
reckless
and
speeding
for
one
case was Col. Robert Rheault,
terian Church, Lebanon, TennStanley L. Turner, Almo,
in all-11 of them are in the September 22, at 6:30 p.m. at
driving.
43, of Vinyard Haven, Mass.,
essee will conduct the services.
the club.
hunting out of season, fined
river.
farmer commander of all U.S.
The pastor, Bro. Bill Bond,
A club spokesman said the $15.00 costs $18,00; Depart- Caitovray tarcutt sourt has
CORRECTION
Special Forces Green Beret
been adjourned until Monday,
and congregation extend a corthe sub- members should make reserva- ment of Fish and Wildlife.
on
price
contract
The
troops in Vietnam.
dial welcome to all their friBilly J. McGinnis, Route One, September 22, according to the
structure is $6,674,000. Traylor tions with their department
Chuck roast listed in Swanns
Rheetik was ordered held on
by
Saturday
chairman
morning.
without license, fined office of Circuit Court Clerk Market ad in Wednesday's ends and neighbors. Song serhunting
the
was
of
Brothers
Evansville
Croucn
Curtis
Final rites for
charges of minder and conspirvice will be lead by Roy Dunn
Presenting the program will $15.00 costs $18.00; Departrhent James Blalock.
acy to commit murder. Also of Lynn Grove were held today low bidder. Nashville Bridge be a Human Relations panel of Fish and
case of Charles Jackson Ledger and Times should have with Miss Cathy Hensen, pianThe
Wildlife.
conthe
has
superstructure
been priced at 63 cents per
held on the same charges:
at 230 p.m. at the chapel of Co.
with Rev. William Porter. pasist.
Michael I. Loving, Route Four, and his wife, Judith Morton
the Max H. Churchill Funeral tract-won on a bid of about tor of the First Christian Murray, hunting without lic- Jackson, vs. Bulas Wilson and pound.
$11,472,000.
Home with Rev. Dossie WheatChurch, as moderator.
ense, fined $15.00 costs $18.00; Calloway County was heard in
ley officiating.
Already complete at the
Hostesses for the meeting Department of Fish and Wild- Circuit Court on Wednesday.
Active pallbearers were The- bridge site is au work on both will be members of the Kappa
The jury found in favor of
life.
ron Crouch, Ralph Crouch sides of the river. The fills and Home Departments
the defendant, Bulas Wilson
Minosa
121
Peggy
L.
Mailed Press Istersibtleaal
Conyer,
Leary Haneline, Rob Wilson, rise to a height of about 50
Lane, Paducah, speeding, fined and Calloway County, accordCarrol M. Rogers, and Stanley feet near the water's edge.
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po- ing to the Circuit Court Clerk's
office.
District Highway Engineer
Considerable cloudiness and Darnell.
lice.
Horioraly pallbearers were Tom Scott told Rotarians that
Judge James M Lassiter precooler in Kentucky today with
1213
David
L.
Murray
Jones,
Leroy Lyles will be the even
Smotherman, Richard Nes- he and Simmons had planned 2
sided at the trial.
chance of showers mainly in Max
finStreet,
Mayfield,
speeding,
gelist at the gospel meeting to
Fain,
James
Morris,
Laney
bitt,
but
1-24
for
program"
the
"brooder
the southeast section of
ed $10.00 costs $18.00; State
be held by the Pleasant Valley
Clifford Miller, Ruble Taylor, cancelled some of it because of
state.
Police.
Church of Christ starting MonVaughn
SpenMr.
ano
Mrs.
Con
Crouch,
Leonard
Fleetwood
the cutback on federal spending
Partly cloudy and cool tonight
Billy J. Cooper, Hazel, speedday, September 22, and continuhave returned home after a
cer, Dale Spencer, Donald Craw- ordered by President Nixon.
and Friday. Highs today main- ford,
ing, fined $10.00 costs $18.00;
ing through Sunday, September
Arkansas
week's
Bill
tour
Rogers,
Wrathir,
through
Glen
officno
received
"We have
ly in the 70$ Lows tonight In
28.
York, State Police.
and Windsor Tripp.
ial communication," be said. accompanied by Miss Mae
the 50s.
J. D. Goforth, Paris, Tenn.,
Serviees will be bald each
Nore Winter,n oi err. and
Burial was in the Murray Me- "All we know is what you know Mrs. Elizabeth Collins, and Mi39
evening at 7:45 with the Sunday
morial Gardens with the ar- - what we have reed in the Kitty Wallin of Knoxville, cold checking, amended to dis- Mrs. John Winter of Murray,
orderly conduct, fined $10.00 has left for Los Angeles, CaliLAKE DATA
Bible study at ten a.m. and
Tenn.
rangements by the Max II. papers."
costs $25.00; Sheriff.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 338.4, Churchill Funeral Home.
Rogers,
Sunday services at 11 a.m. 'and
The
fornia, to enter the School of
group
visited
in
meeting
the
after
said
Scott
no change; below dam 302,2, up
six pm. Mr. Lyles is now the
Urban Planning and Design to
Crouch, age 75, died Tuesday his curtailment of the program Arkansas, Mrs. Vaughn's homeSTAG NIGHT
0.8.
minister of the Maple Hill
on his Master's Degree.
work
at the Veterans Hospital, Nash- was based entirely on lack of an town, with Mrs. J. W. SuthThe Oaks Country Club will
Church of Christ.
Barkley Lake: 7 am. 355:4. up ville, Tenn. He was a resident
received his BacheteaWinter
erland,
grade
Jr.,
her
first
hold a stag night Friday night,
official communication and that
0.1; below dam 302.7, up 02. of Lynn Grove.
Jim Hurt will be the mai
cher. Mrs. Sutherland is the
lor of Architecture degree from
is no reason to believe
there
September
19, at 8:00 p. m.
7:00.
director for the gospel meetsunset
Sunrise 6:41;
Survivors are his wife, Mrs that the funds for 124 wW be mother of Major Gen. J W. Steaks will be served. For res- Tulane University in June. He
ing. The public is invited to atMoon sets 11:00 pm.
a graduate of Murray UniSutherland. Jr, Commander at ervations call
Verdie Miller Crouch; five sis
Rubin James or is
restricted by the Nixon cutLeroy Lyles
tend
Fort Knox
versity School.
ten, and wto brothers.
Robert H,00kins.
back.

$609.71 Collected
In Cystic Fibrosis
Drive On Sunday

Senate Votes
To Restrict
Involvement

Murray Hi-Y Club
Plans Car Wash

Mrs.Smock
Dies Today

Cases Are Heard
In Calloway Court
Of Judge McCuistor.

Two Car Collision
Occurs Wednesday

Spring Creek Will
Hold Homecoming

Former Calloway
Woman Succumbs

1-24 Bridge
Status Given

Po.

Six Green Berets Will Be
Court Martialed By Army

Revival Planned
At Oak Grove

Woman's. Club Will
Have General Meet
Monday Evening

Circuit Court
Hears Jury Trial

Rites Held Today
For Curtis Crouch

Leroy Lyles Will
Be Pleasant Valley
Church Evangelist

',WEATHER REPORT

Vaughn* Return
Home After Tour

Nore Winter Leaves
For Los Angeles

I
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CIVIC CLUBS SPONSOR
MANY MENTAL HEALTH
PROGRAMS

THURSDAY - - SEPTEMBER 18. 190.4

the area. The manual was provided to physicians, lawyers,
clergymen, school counselors,
and others to whom it would
be useful

Although it is not as widely
recognized as it should be, the
assistance given to mental
Another Maryland Jaycee
health programs by civic clubs
chapter, at Glen Burnie, sponand citizens' groups is an essors a program known as "Projsential factor in the kind of
ect Homecoming." In this procommunity services we must
gram, Jaycee members help to
have if we are ever to promote
onent long-term patients, about
mental health effectively and
to be released from the hosadequately.
pital, bringing them up-to-date
Chances are, right in your
on the ways the world has
community, there is participachanged while they were hostion by one or another civic
pitalized.
group in mental health activiOther Maryland chapters of
ties conducted by the official
the Jaycees sponsor holiday feshealth agency or voluntary
tivities, Bingo parties, and
mental health assfviation.
other group activities for mental
In many states, such volunpatients.
tary participation is demonstrating healthy and encouraging
To be sure, this is merely a
growth.
brief glance at a small part of
what one civic group is doing
Bringing this to home spein one state. But it illustrates
cifically, we find an example
the very real partnership that
not far from the National Ina very wide range of civic and
stitute of Mental Health, which
voluntary organizations can and
is located just outside Washingis developing with the mental
ton. D.C., in the state of Maryhealth forces in communities
land.
throughout the land.
Here, as in other states,
among the many civic and volCivic clubs are becoming an
unteer groups which help the
indispensable member, in truth,
mentally ill is the U.S. Jaycees.
of the mental health team as
The Towson, Md. Jaycees, one
there is developed more and
of more than 60 Maryland
more "community psychiatry"—
chapters, has extended a chapthe bringing of services and
ter into a nearby mental hostherapies to people as a compital to provide patients with a
munity and in the community,
tie to the community.
• a development that is probably
the most striking, meaningful
The Towson Jaycees also
advance against mental illness
compiled a manual of all faof this century.
cilities available to citizens in

By Ai
Up

must work for and claim it;
otherwise, through carelessness
or indifference, the rights and
liberties we have enjoyed may
anish; and
WHEREAS, It is of the greatest consequence that the citizens fully understand the pro-

visions and principles contained in the Constitution of the
United States of America in orSUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per
der to be able to support it proMonth 41.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 46.50;
perly as, "The greatest docuZones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions 88.00.
ment for human liberty in two
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community kthe
thousand years of recorded hisIntegrity
its Newspaper"
tory; and
WHEREAS, The people of the
THURSDAY — SEPTEMBER 18, 1969
United States should be deeply
LAW ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM COMES TO KSC---Kentucky State Colgrateful to their Founding Falege and Eastern Kentucky University have announced a cooperative collegethers for the wisdom and forelevel program in law enforcement for evening students enrolling for the fall
sight they displayed in writing
semester at KSC. Credits earned will be applied toward a two-year associate of
and adopting the Constitution;
arts or four-year bachelor of science degree at EKU's School of Law Enforceand
Like a knife slicing through rock candy, an icement. The first course being offered—Introduction to Law Enforcement and
WHEREAS,
independThe
breaking oil tanker has shown that John Cabot may
Criminal Justice—will be taught by Kentucky State Police Academy Comgranted
to
American
the
ence
have been on the right track five centuries ago when
mander Captain Larry Boucher. Shown above, discussing lesson plans with
people to enjoy such freedom
he tried to find a Northwest Passage from the AtBoucher (far left) are, from left: Public Safety Commissioner William 0.
liberty, unknown to any
and
lantic to the Orient.
Newman; EKU's School of Law Enforcement Director Robert Posey; and KSC's
other country, should be celeThe target now is Alaska—and the SS. Manhattan,
Director of Development, Dr. Frank Bean.
appropriate ceremonbrated
by
equipped with a special steel snout, may have
ies and activities during Conproved this week that a Northwest Passage is feasstitution Week, September 17.
ible after alL
23, as designated by proclamation of the President of the
IT WAS THE FIRST TIME a commercial vessel
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
United States in accordance
had sailed successfully from Baffin Bay to the BeauLi
with public law no. 915. •
fort Sea—a route that could some day open the
NOW THEREFORE, I, Holmes
markets of the world.
Ellis, Mayor of the City of Mur- PARIS - The wife ora missing American serviceman, on her
The unanswered question is whether tankers and
ray, Kentucky, do hereby pro- ttempt to see members of the North Vietnamese delegation to
ore ships can be sent through an 800-mile maze of
claim the week of September the peace talks:
-1
frozen waters on a regular basis at a price the oil
"We are all terribly disappointed that after having come
17-23,
THIS IS THE FILM ON WHICH
and mining companies are willing to pay.
CONSTITUTION WEEK
this far and having tried so hard to find out whether we are
PLAYBOY
and urge all citizens to study wives or widows that we will have to go back still not knowing."
RAN TEN WELL-STACKED PAGES'
Another voyage next spring—when he Arctic
the,. Constitution, to express
is at its treacherous worst—should go a long way
'A sort ol 'What's New Pussycat?'
gratitude for the privilege of
WASHINGTON - Judge Clement F. Haynsworth speaking on the
toward providing the answer.
brought up to today s level!"
American citizenship in o u r possibility of a fight over his confirmation as a justice of the U.S.
)141,,..Cr.st 1.44.•
Moiles,ft•
In the meantime, the scientists who sailed from
Republic functioning under the Supreme Court:
Philadelphia three weeks ago. are making some presuperbe body of laws — the
"If there is substantial doubt about the propriety of what I
liminary judgments as the Manhattan approaches
CJnstitution of the United did, I hope the Senate will resolve the doubts against me."
Point Barrow on the northern coast of A1a4,a. ,
States of Ameriea.
It is eVidenf, for example, that any ship rnOt:e
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
WASHINGTON - Senate majority les'ider Mike Mansfield, turnthan 1000 feet long will need a super-strong engine
City of Murray
ing thumbs down on a Republican proposal to delay tax reformto smash a path through the ice floes.
Kentucky
action in Congress: _
"No, Nope. A pledge has been made to the Senate that we will
THE MANHATTAN got stuck several times—
andlielftrhyphises?"
•
have tax reform this year - and we will have it."
breaking out with help from a Canadian icebreaker.
It lacked the backing power to maneuver effectively
illimminv1111111111111111111 1
SACRAMENTO, Calif . - Municipal Judge Earl Warren,Jr. son
in a sea of packed ice.
bim
.onap.mdef
Ihrty. mitsi610 ma,
The oilmen who sponsored the expedition say it
of the former Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, after he'
Se t..m.•Cwt./Ma C.. Moan vMIMMovm
let a
jury watch a nude dance routine at a barroom:
would take a fleet of powerful new tankers—costtIsmnal Peru LoadulI issis Caspass Pillattee
By SANDO BOLOGNA
ing as much as $50 million each —to serve the
"The jury got a better look than we could have given them with
lipsul Nselm
Central Press Association
Alaskan field by 1980.
CADIZ, Ky., Sept. 17 —John just plain oral testimony or by trying to recreate some of these
Correspon dt t
This could touch off a shipbuilding boom to
ROTTERDAM, The NetherL. Street, 80, former president things in the courtroom."
All Seats - $1.75
match the Alaskan •:,i1 boom.
lands -- As Amsterdam cornof the Trigg County Farmers
It would be foolish at this point to make wild premi.mcrates the 300th anniverBank, died at 4:22 p.m. today at
dictions about untapped arctic wealth just waiting sary of the death of the artist,
Trigg County Hospital here.
Rembrandt, Rotterdam is celeto be hauled away. That's what they said about the
Survivors include his wife,
brating the quincentenary of the
spices and gold of the Indies.
Mrs. Margaret Atkinson StreetBut the dream of a Northwest Passage is more kink of the humanistic philosoone son, John L. Street, Jr. 01
pher. Desicierius Erasmus.
ViVitl—ancl more attainable—than it ever was in the
New York, N.Y.; three brothers.
It
wasn't
until
recently
that
days Of wooden sailing ships.
Edward R. Street of Cadiz, C.
Dutch historians determined auP. Street of Charolette,
thoritatively that Erasmus was
—The Cincinnati Post
EDDYVILLE, Ky., Sept. 17 — law enforcement officers and
and D. L. Street of Louisville;
born Oct. 27, 1469. The humanwith an intense search for others.
Along
and
three
sisters,
Mrs.
ist, acknowledged as the most
Pollare
White of Cadiz, Mrs. Phile E convicted murderer Cline
Searchers were at all road en,famous son of Rotterdam, had
Chappell of Hopkinsville axle Brown, Kentucky State Peniten- 'rances in the area and were
purposely misrepresented
his
birth date to disguise the fact
Mrs. Clarence Denham of Har tiary officials today were trying combing territory along railto find out how Brown hid in a roads and roads in the vicinity.
that he was the illegitimate
Ian, Ky.
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
child of a priest from nearby
Brown, 28 years' old and
Funeral services will be held recreation area in the daylight
Gcuda and of a doctor's daughat 2 p.m. Friday at the Goodwin and then cut his way out of the termed as dangerous, and Ar.
The Penny Airport site has been approved by the federal ter.
outer compound in view of a nold Taylor were convicted in
Funeral Home.
government, according to Buford Hurt, chairman of the Murray• • •
Mr. Street was a member of guard station and in a well-light- Paducah by a McCracken CirCalloway County Airport Board.
AFTER the death of his Famiid weather
ed area.
-scarred 17th cen- the Cadiz Christian Church and
cuit Court jury Oct. 27, 1967 on
Rev. T. A. Thacker is president of the Murray Ministerial mother during the 1483
plague
Brown, imprisoned for the charges of murder and armed
Association. Rev. William F. Thomas is the outgoing president. and of his father a year later, tury statue of Erasmus stands was a veteran of World War I.
before St. Lawrence's Church
murder of a Paducah liquor robbery.
Funeral services will be held
Dr. H. B. Bailey, Dr. Louis Charles Ryan, and Dr. and Mrs. Erasmus was placed in the Au- in Rotterdam,
The Netherlands. at 2 p.m. Friday at the Goodwin
store employe in 1967, was with
The charges were the result
James Byrn attended the meeting of the West Kentucky Opto- gustinian monastery at Steyn,
other prisoners in the recrea- of a holdup and fatal shooting at
near Gouda to study for the most widely known work is a Funeral Home. The Rev, Lionel
metric Sociaty at Kentucky Dam village.
tion area, which is outside the Hopewell's Liquor Store, - 12th
satiric essay on the foolishness Thompson will officiate, with
Congressman Frank A...Stubblefield challenged a Murray High religious life.
walls surrounding the main pris- & Park Ave., on May 12 of the
Ordained a priest April 25, of life, entitled "In Praise of burial in East End Cemetery,
PTA audience to a general agreement that improved education
on complex, early Tuesday aft- same year.
is neceesary if we are to preserve our freedom in an address 1492, Erasmus began two year, Folly."
ernoon.
Exhibitions are being held in
later a lifetime of traveling,
Charles Hogan, an employe of
in the school auditorium last night.
teaching, translating, and de- Gouda and Basel. Switzerland,
He was seen for the last time the store, was fatally shot and
bating throughout Western Eu- where he died July 12. 1536. A
about 1:30 p. m, but wasn't died 11 days later.
rope. He was a scholar whose house in Anderlech, a suburb of
missed by custodial personnel
Brown and Taylor received life
views on religion were widely Brussels, Belgium, where he
until about 5:30 n.m.
terms on both counts.
livcd
a
short time, is an Erasread and argued. He challenged
Warden John Will Wingo said
chutch authority.. His writings mus museum. A commemorative
Brown hid in the compound
LEDGER & MEM FILE
on humanism and satire were program will take place in Ocfrom the time the playground
among the first best sellers tober at Louvain (Belgium
after the invention of the Gu- University where he taught
CADIZ, K., Sept. 17 — Henry closed at 3 p. m. until he esDeaths reported today are Hice M. Wilson, age 62, Mrs. Jake tenberg press.
briefly.
Allen, a 35-year-old former caped by cutting barbed wire
L.
• • •
J. Mayer, age 70, and Mrs. Numa Lyons.
FREE Billy Graham Movie
Rottedram, one of the world's
school teacher from Morgan atop two fences.
An enrollment of 1,431 students was recorded at Murray State busiest ports, is recalling this
THE MOST important events
"1
just
don't
know
where
he
County, has been named manCollege for the fall semester, according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods, year the Era of Erasmus as in "Erasmus Year" will be the
FULTON, Ky., Sept. 17 —
was," said Wingo. "The area is
ager at Lake Barkley State
President.
prcfessors and theologians pro- international congress for ErasJames Thomas Walker, 40, a
clean except for a small shed
here.
near
Park
Dr. H. C. Chiles spoke on "Woman's Influence in the Commun- claim that Erasmian views are mus scholars in Rotterdam Oct.
former resident of Fulton, died
behind the prison factory, but
Allen, who has been the man- we checked
ity" at the meeting of the Home Departmentof the Murray Woman's as relevant today as they were 27-Oct. 29. The first meeting
in Ypsilanti, Mich., Tuesday
everywhere and
Park
Jenny
Wiley
State
will
at
ager
be held in the newly reat the cnd of the Middle Ages.
Club.
night.
didn't find him."
stored St. Lawrence Church for the past year, will assume
*
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Morris have returned to this county and
Survivors include his mother,
Wingo
said
he
also
was
baffled
which was devastated by an air his duties Friday. He replaces
will make their home on the Lynn Grove Road. They have been
Mrs. Dixie Stalling Walker of
ERASMUS (from the Greek raid
by the fact that a guard stain May, 1940.
position.
the
Stip,ger
in
George
meaning "the beloved") was
living in Detroit, Mich.
Fulton Rt. 1; one son, James
tioned all night in view of the
An inspiring sight for con- Stigger now is manager at Kencritical of the Vatican: opposed gress delegates
Walker of Murray; a step-daughouter
compound
didn't
see
and for Dutch tucky Dam Village State Park.
Ries
Martin Luther's Reformation people..ter, Mrs. Vicki Collins of Water
Brown.
is the towering statue
Allen,
who
married
is
and
teachings, and contended that
Valley; one step-son, Scotty WalThree guards are kept on duty
of the scholarly garbed Erasthe Mass should be offered in
has three children, joined the while men are in
lace of Murray; and a sister,
mus, thumbing a huge volume.
the recreation
the vernacular instead of Latin.
department
February
in
parks
The marble statue was executMrs. James Sublett of Murray.
area. The fence is not designed
Yet he was a great scholar of ed
in 1622 by Hendrik de Key- of 1968 to work at Natural for maximum security
Funeral arrangements are inbut
is
Latin and Greek.
ser. It was movad to various Bridge State Park. He is from "there to help guards,"
complete, but the body is being
said
Despite his strong disagree- sites during the past 30
West Liberty in Morgan County
years.
returned to Fulton.
Thou shalt have no other gods before me. - Exodus 20:3. ments with church
Wingo.
authority,
Now it stnnds on a pedestal and attended Morehead State
Why give the place in your life that belongs to HIM to a make- he never abandoned the priestOrdinarily,
guards
are asin front of the 13th century St. University.
believe, do-it-yourself god?
hood. He was even considered Lawrence Church -a
In other state park changes signed elsewhere after the outer
short disby a pope for elevation to car- tance from where
announced by State Parks Com- compound or recreation area is
Erasmus lived
dinal in his declining years. His for a few years.
wsm
missioner Robert Gable, Mark cleared, but one was placed
Secretary General Dag HamA. Lovely, 35. presently man- there Tuesday night in case
SI.IM THEATRE
marskjold was killed in a plane
ager at Carter Caves, will re- Brown "happened to be in
crash in northern Rhodesia.
place Allen at Jenny Wiley. there," Warden Wingo said.
By United Press International
In 1966, Valerie Percy, 21The guard was armed.
Arthur Lamping, 49, assistant
MURRAY STATE
year-old-daughter
Brown cut strands of barbed
of Illinois
manager at Kentucky Dam VilRepublican leader Charles Perwire
on
the
UNIVERSITY
compound
fences
AUDITORIUM
lage, will replace Lovely at Car.
The Toughest Helifighter of All!
with a small pair of pliers or
Today Is Thursday, Sept. cy, was found stabbed to death
ter Caves.
September
28, 29, 3I
wirecutters, according to the
JOHN
18th, the 261st day of 1969 with in the Percy suburban home
warden.
north of Chicago. Her killer has
104 to follow.
WAYNE
TWO SHOWINGS DAILY
Brown cut through the first
The moon is in its first not been found. ".
kevil Center
KATHARINE
fence and walked 50 or 60 feet
-- —
6 & 8:30 P.M.
quarter.
' ROSS Director Assumes
before cutting the wire of the
A thought for the thy:
The morning stars are Venus
second fence, Wingo reported.
American poet Walt Whitman,
— 7/11.1fIGHTERS:
Duties At Mayfield
and Saturn.
The fences were uncut at 12:15
The evening stars are Mer- said, "Once fully enslaved, no
from Sponsor
a.m, but were found to be cut
nation, state, city of this earth.
P -L -U -S — —
cury, Mars and Jupiter.
mAYFIELD, Ky., Sept. 17 — at 1.30.
ever
afterward
resumes
its
On this day in history:
Bobby Bailey, 31, has assumed
The fences are electrified but,
In 1850, Congress passed the liberty."
•
•
THE MIRISCH
the position of the director of according to the warden, "they
Fugitive Slave Act, allowing a
PRODUCTION COMPANY
the J. U. Kevil Mental Health don't seem to work very well."
slaveowner with a certificate to
and Retardation Center here.
Prisoners have climbed the
reclaim any slave who escaped Hamilton's birthplace
Bailey comes to Mayfield from fences after placing a coat or a
into another state.
CHARLESTOWN, Nevis(l JPI) UNDER SCRUTINY The White House is taking a look at a
Montgomery, Ala., where he was
blanket over the wire.
ornellinl• •
In 1851, the New York Times -Alexander Hamilton was born South Carolina land purchase for highway construction in
304 E Math
director df a vocational rehabiliThe search for Brown, a naS.
was published for the first on the Caribbean island of Nevis which Sen. Strom Thurmond tient and U.S. Judge Charles
tation center.
tive of Eastern Kentucky, today
Shen
time.
See Allen Rose or
in
the son of a Scottish E. Simorp Jr. (right), former law partners, received $492 an
He is a native of Alexander fanned out over this immediate
In
1961. United Nations merchant.
nere while other landowners received only $200 an acre
area, and was being carried on
City, Ala.
Bruce Thomas
elsewhere by state police, local
Second Class Matter
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Murray State Season Opener
May Be Their Toughest Game

Baseball
Standings

respect I have for Ernie
Banks," Kaline says. "I think
Murray State Racer's will open center; Matt Haug, quarterback;
he's one of the finest advertisetheir
1969 football season Satur- Russ Hake, tailback; Jonathan
NEW YORK (UPI)-A1 Ka- ments for baseball. Everybody
with Eastern Michigan, White, fullback, and Phillip Hunt,
day
night
knows what a fine pereon he is.
line feels for Ernie Banks,
National League
appear to be the flanker
the
Hurons
and
and full of
He knows what it is to wait. Always cheerful
W. L Pct. GB
Defensive starters will be Walt
for Murray in
toughest
opener
at
optimism.
I
him
remember
And wait. And wait.
Innings California edged MinNew York 90 58 .608 —
Anderson and Steve Cain, ends;
years.
last
nesota 6-4, Detroit blanked
For Al /Cantle the wait ended the (World Series) games
87 63 .380 4
Chicago
will be at Murray's Larry White and Dave Ford, tac79 69 .534 11
Cleveland 5-0, Oaidand defeated The game
one year ago tonight. Maybe year. I believe he was doing St. Louis
Stadium
at 7:30 o'clock. kles; Sam Tandy, middle guard;
Cutchin
a
for
some
U
commentating
PiUs.
79 69 .534
Kansas City 3-2
you remember that night. It
and
the
Furgerson Frank Head and Dennis Hawkins,
Bill
Racer
Coach
50 89 .390 31
game was
Baltimore-Boston
was the night the Tigers Chicago radio station. I had a Phila.
calls the Hurons "a sound, ex- linebackers; and Lennie Jezik,
to
words
102
.310
43
48
chance
to
say
a
few
Montreal
rained out.
officially assured themselves
perienced, well coached team" Bud Qualk, Jimmy Harrell, and
West
Dierker, who sent seven
the 1968 American League him and I could see he was
Kevin Grady, backs.
W. L. Pd. GB
Bouton who would be "a real opening
Jim
innings, and
ennant by beating the enjoying the series atmose Dodgers.
Saturday's game will be the
By Vito Stellino
test
for
us."
83
67
.533
Atlanta
phere."
wrankees, 2-1. It was also the
With the regular season stopped San Francisco on five
first
of four straight home gamUPI
Writer
Sports
lett29
Eastern
Michigan
has
67
.650
San
Fran.
82
Al Kaline had an excellent
night Kaline was assured his
eiding two weeks from today hits. Dierker who pitched 8 2-3 ermen back from last year's es for Murray. The Racers will
81 67.547 1
first taste of a World Series series against the Cardinals. He Los Arog.
This is the time of the a:1d with three teams trading innings of no-hit ball against team which won 8 games and play Tennessee Tech, Sept. 27;
batted .379, knocked in eight Cincinnati 80 67 .544 ha
after.16 frustrating seasons.
te lead in a single day a two the Braves in his last start and lost 2 and was ranked seventh Morehead, Oct. 4; and Southeast
76 71 .517 534 baseball season when the stars
For Ernie Banks it's begin- runs with two homers, two Swam
u: three team tie is a real went 12 innings without getting in the final Associated Press Missouri, Oct. 11.
are
they
are
showing
why
47 102 .316 35ii
ning to look as if he may have doubles and seven singles and San Diego
Passibility.
Four clubs, Atlanta, a decision, got all the help he college division poll. Murray
stars.
to wait some more and that's had a great deal to do with the
S
an
Francisco,
Los Angeles needed en solo homers by Jim scouting notes show the Hurons
Wednesday's Results
On Tuesday night, it was
winning
the
world
rather sad because he has gone Tigers
?bile 7
the and Cincinnati, are even in the Wynn and Doug Rader. Gaylor with good depth, fine quarterbao9
Juan
pitched
alicago
Marichal
who
17 years already without being championship. Consequently a Houston 2 San Fran 1
San
Giants into loss column at 67. In victories, Perry, 17-14, suffered the ks who can either throw or run,
Francisco
in a World Series, he'll be 39 in number of stories were written New York 3 Montreal 2
first
place
into
the top- it's Atlanta at 83, San Francisco. defeat.
running backs, a great bloCincinnati collected 21 hits good
KIRKSEY EAGLES
four months and if there is about him during and after the Pitts 4 St. Louis 2
82, Los Angeles 81and Cincinnati
Division
syturvy
Western
cker
in fullback Mike Yankee,
while clobbering San Diego to
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
such a thing as a ballplayer series.
80.
Cinci 10 San Diego 5
night,
anothrace.Wednesday
in
receiver
outstanding
and
an
Others in Mind
1
2games of firat
earning the right to play in a
Aaron, who claims he wants move within 1/
Atlanta 6 Los Ang 5, 12 inns. er old pro, Hank Aaron, moved
Gary Matsche. Defen- Oct. 3 •
"A lot of nice things were
place.
Five
Pete Rose, split end
Almo
players,
World Series, then Ernie Bank
mark
Today's Probable Pitchers
hit
3000
to
the
reach
the
the
top
Atlanta
Braves
into
sively,
the
Hurons seem partic- Oct. 9 Lynn Grove,
me
Perez,
Tony
A
earned that right a long time said about me, and about
All Times EDT
before he retires, banged out Alex Johnson
spot.
linebacker.
strong
at
ularly
waiting a long time," Kaline
Oct. 16 - New Concord
Helms and Woody
H
Philadelphia, G. Jackson 12three hits to boost his career Tommy
ago.
knocked
The
Giants
were
"They're a ball control team Oct. 21 - Almo
A
It says something for Ernie says. "When I read the stories, 18 at Chicago, Holtzman 16- down by a 2-1 afternoon loss to total to 2,945. He now has 552 Woodward, collected three hits
who line up and really come at Oct. 28 - New Concord
the
win
A
each.
Jack
Fisher
got
Banks that a majority of the Ernie Banks' name came into 11, 2:30 p. m.
homers.
the
the
put
Houston
Astros
that
you,"
Furgerson
said.
Nov. 3 - Faxon
Pittsburgh, Blass 1.5-9 at St. Los Angeles Dodgers tempora-other ballplayers are rooting my mind. I thought about how
Each team scored two runs in to even his record at 4-4 while
The Racers are still battered
more for him personally to he had waited as long as I did Louis, Briles 15-12, 1:30 p. m. rily into the lead. Several hours the eighth inning and then each Joe Niekre, 8-16, took the loss. and bruised from two weeks of Nov 7- Hazel
Nov.14 - Lynn Grove ____ H
Houston, Lemaster 11-15 at later, Aaron led off the 12th club was blanked for. three Jerry Koosman pitched a six::make it than they are for the and he still hadn't gotten into a
two-sessions-a-day practice, but Dec 9 - Hazel
World Series. You know, Hand San Francisco, Bryan 3-0, 4 p.
A
hitter
second
and
posted
his
Chicago Cubs.
innings
snapped
before'
Aaron
and
inning
homer
with his 42nd
only one first stringer is certain Dec. 12 - Filson •
Aguirre is with the Cubs also.
A
New
straight
the
shutout
as
against
No Middleman
the
tie
by
connecting
the Braves were first by half a
to miss Saturday's game. Defen13, 14 17
New York, Seaver 22-7 at
Al Kaline doesn't care to put He used to pitch for us and he's
rookie Ray Lamb. Cecil U York Mets picked up their 13th sive end Mike Dungan broke a Tournament ___
I Montreal, Stoneman 10-17, 8:15 game with a 6-4 victory over
Coach, Paid Crlhee
mine.
a
very
good
friend
of
himself in the middle between
shaw got the victory in relief. victory in the last 14 games hand in a scrimmage last SaturPrincipal, M. 113. *NOM
the Cubs and Mets-"! have wouldn't want to say I'm p.m.
In other games, Cincinna The Mets remained four games day and will be out of action for
at
10-4
Cubs,
but
Maloney
the
Cincinnati,
out
for
pulling
all
Koosman
Cubs.
ahead
of
the
friends on both clubs"- but he'd
clubbed San Diego 10-5, Ne
at least two weeks. Furgerson
be less than human if he wasn't I am pulling for them a little." San Diego, Kirby 5-19, 11 p. m.
York blanked Montreal 5-0, is now 15-9 this season. Wayne says others may miss the game
Los
20-12
at
Niekro
somehow
Atlanta,
should
the
Cubs
If
Garrett
hit
a
two-run
basesPhiladelphia
9-7
pulling for Ernie Banks a little
Chicago edged
still come on to Win and Ranks Angeles, Sutton 16-15, 11 p. as.
the but that he wouldn't know until
in
single
and Pittsburgh topped St. Louis loaded
bit.
ST. LOUIS (UPI)- The St.
Games
Fridays
Series,
World
into
the
did get
three-run fourth inning for the gametime.
He is.
4-2.
Likely starters for the Racers ouis Cardinals signed Michael
S. Louis at Chicago, 2
particular
be
any
there
would
Mets.
In the American League
"You have no idea how much
on offense will be Billy Hess, Ketcher of Muskogee, Okla.
advice Detroit's 34-year-old Pitts at New York, 2,
Chicago swept a doubleheader Winning pitcher Ferguson split end; Jack Wolf, tight en
twi-nlg,ht
Phila
at
Mont.,
2,
Wednesday and assigned him to
superstar could give him?
-from Seattle 6-4 -and 2,-1,-Jenkins hit a three-run bases- Lee Harrell and John Davis, their St. Petersburg farm club
"All I could tell him would be Cinci a% Houston, -nightYork topped Washington 2-1 • loaded triple in the five-run tackles; 4en Pelot and Donnie
for the 1970 season. Ketcher
to relax, play his own game Atlanta at San Diego, night
a, game called by rain after fly sixth _inning
night
Fran.,
Ang
at
San
Los
Williams, guards; Mike Lucas, catches.
great
up -that
keep
and
American League
philosophy he has," Kathie
East
By STEVE MORROW
says. W. L Pct. GB
And if Ernie Banks doesn't
a-Bellmore 103 48 .691 —
CLEVELAND(UP!)- Donald
make it again?
Detroit
85 64 .570 18
Dell, non-playing captain of the
fantastic
job
"Then he did a
78 69 .531 24
U.S. Davis Cup team, today
helping the Cubs get where Boosters
/
2
Wash.
77 73 .513 281
they did," Al Kaline says. "I'd
ends four weeks of rather
New York 74 75 .497
The Detroit Tigers may have say to him there's always a Cleveland
50 91 .393 4414 contrived suspense.
At noon, during the official
had a disappointing season but chance next 'year. Never give
West
at least their "Wait till next up."
W. L Pct. GB draw for position, Dell will
make known his line-up.
year" doesn't just hinge again
Minn.
89 59 .601 —
It's expected to be Arthur
on Mickey Lolich and Denny
Oakland
80 68 .541 9
Ashe and Stan Smith at singles,
Mc Lain.
.439
24
65
83
Calif.
CHARLEY JOHNSON DEAD
Although the World ChamKan. City 82 86 .419 27 Smith and his long-time partner
Bob Lutz at doubles, and a
61 87 .412 28
pions have lost their chance to
NEW YORK UPI - Charley Chicago
bench seat for Cliff Richey.
58 91 .389 31
repeat, they can take satisfac- Johnston, a boxing manager Seattle
Against Romania in the threeit-Clinched div. title
tion from the rise of rookie and promoter for over 50 years,
day test which begins Friday.
Wednesdays Results
thpaw Mike Kilkenny. The died Tuesday at the age of 74.
Smith and Lutz comprise the
Chi 6 Seattle 4, 1st
year-old Kilkenny came on He was the manager for
Archie
only experience doubles comong Wednesday night, strik- Moore, the former light hea- Chi 2 Seattle 1, 2nd
New York 2 Wash 1, 3 inns., bination possible among the
ing out 13 and allowing just five vyweight champion, and
Sandy
rain
four players. They have slipped
hits in a 5-0 shut out of the Saddler, a top featherweight.
Calif. 6 Blinn 4
a little in doubles this year,
Cleveland Indians, while gainDetroit 5 Cleveland 0
however, partly because both
ing his sixth victory of the
Oakland 3 Kansas City 2
have done better in singles,
year.
GILBERT SIGNS 'RANGER
Bait at Boston ppd., rain
especially Smith who won the
With an already fearsome PACT
Today's Probable Pitchers
U.S. Amateur at Brookline,
mound staff of McLainn Lolich
All Times EDT
Mass., earlier this summer.
and Earl Wilson going for
KITCHENER, Ont. (UPI)California, Messersmith 15-9
Ashe,
however, advam ed
them, the prospect of a fourth Rod Gilbert, the New York
at Minnesota, Hall 8-5, 2:30 p. farther than any American in
tireballer may have Detroit Rangers' second leading scorer
the Australian dominated U.S.
fans dreaming of goose eggs Last season, agreed to terms for
Cleveland, McDowell 16-14 Open.
during the off-season.
the
new
season
Tuesday, it Detroit, Lolich 18-8, 2:90 p.
RomanyLife
Kilkenny
admits he has bringing to eight the number
of m.
Dell, a Washington attorney,
plenty to learn
such as not signed players with the NationOakland, Dobson 14-12 at
delayed the naming of his
tipping off his pitches, a thing al Hockey League Club,
Kansas City, NeLson 7-13 7 p. as.
he tends to do in tough
Washington, Cellos 5-4 at New selections until the last possible
situations. But then, even
York, Stottlemyre 18-13, 8 p. moment, partly, it was believed, for the strategic reason
tipping off the Indians Wednes- record to 6-5.
m.
California's Billy Cowan hit
day night, he shut them out to
Baltimore, Cuellar 22-10 and of hindering the planning of the
Romanian team.
make his last three victories all two-run scoring singles to pace Hardin 6-8 at Boston Etromo
Romania's line-up has been
goose eggs, and who can argue the Angeles over the Twins, as 10 and Nagy 11-12, 2, 5:30 p. as.
known for a month- since Die
Tom Murphy gained his 10th
with that?
Only games scheduled
Nastase and Ion Tiriac, playing
Fridays Games
In other American League victory of the year.
two singles matches apiece, and
Rookie Bob Brooks, who Oakland it Calif., night
action, California defeated Minteaming in doubles, defeated
nesota 6-4, Oakland nipped homered earlier in the game, Chicago at Kan. City, night
England
at
Wimbledon to
Kansas City 3-2, Chicago took delivered a run with a single in Seattle at Minn., night
become the first Communist
two from Seattle 6-4 and 24, the the 10th inning to pace Oakland Boston at Detroit, night
country ever to reach the
New
York
Yankees edged over the Royals. The victory New York at Bait., night
challenge round of the Davis
Washington 2,-1 in a game went to "Catfish" Hunter, now
Cup.
shortened by rain and a contest 10-15.
Nastase, 23, an officer in the
The
White Sox
got a
scheduled between Boston and
Romanian Army and a teaching
combined
eight-hitter
from
Baltimore was rained out.
pro at a Milan, Italy tennis
In
the
National League, Gerry Nyman and Wilbur Wood
Club, is considered the superior
squeaked by San in the opener and a four-hitter
Houston
talent of the two.
Francisco 2-1, Chicago took from Billy Wynne in the
Nastase personally ended any
Philadelphia 9-7, New York nightcap in taking the twinbill
problem of complacency on the
defeated Montreal 5-0, Pit- from Seattle.
U.S. team by upsetting Smith in
New
York's Roy
White
tsburgh won from St. Louis 4-2,
the second round of the U.S.
Cincinnati routed San Diego 10-, singled home the winning run
Open- hard on the heels of
Atlanta topped Los with two out in the fifth inning,
5, and
Fulgham and Paducah won Smith's victory in the amateur,
and after the third out the rains
Angeles, 6-5 in 12 innings.
Dell Praises, ButJim Northrup doubled home came and forced the umpires to the opening games in the openBut Tiriac, 30, a physical
one run and scored two others call the contest following a 64- ing games of the Invitational
and Don Wert and Mickey minute delay. Fritz Peterson Softball Tournament played at education instructor who speaks
Stanley each walked with the hurted an abbreviated two- the Gene Cathey Field in the eight languages and has been
bnses full in the eighth at hitter in upping his record to Murray City Part on Tuesday an informal interpreter for his
night.
team mates, is regarded the
Detroit - to help Kilkenny up his 16-15.
Fulgham beat Farmington 14 steadier player. The consensus
to 2 in the opening game with of most of the tennis players
Stella Mathis as Fulgtiam's pit- who
saw their games at the
cher and Joyce Wilfred as U.S.
Open championship at
If You Ever Intend To Buy A Piano
the Farmington pitcher. Barbara Bolen for Fulgham had Forest Hills was that Tiriac
five hits in five times at bat lacked the power to defeat
American exponents of the "big
Paducah was the winner over game."
Dell however, has no such
Shirley Wilfred's team by the
•
4.25
24-0z. T-BONE
to 7 vrith Brenda view, at least not for publicascore
of
27
16-0z. T-BONE
3.00
May as the Paducah pitcher and tion. The U.S. captain, choosing
12-01. RIBEYE
2.75
Shirley Wilfred as the pitcher his words with an attorney's
12-0z. BONELESS CLUB
2.00
for her teem. Carla Lampley help, has called Tiriac "one of
ALL STEAKS FROM CHOICE BEEF
and Jean Kelly each had five the best competitors in Europe
FINANCING
DEALER REPOSSESSIONS
- he was an olympic hockey
FULL CENTER SLICE from a 20 lb. K. C. Ham _ 2.00
hits in five times at bat.
player,
so
you know how rough
Above includes Comb. Salad, F. Fries. Hot Rolls
Fulgheim will play Paducah he can be."
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH with F. Fries.
on Friday at seven p. as. and
Dell says Nastase is "quick,
Cole Slaw. Hush Puppies
All You Can Eat 2.011
Farmington will play Shirley confident and flamboyent" and
•
Wilfred at 8:30 p. as. on Fri- doubly dangerous now that his
day.
victory over Smith has added to
his confidence.
Tonight's games will pit the
Filling out the Romanian
Wranglers against Murray at team are Sever Dron and Petre
415 HWY., PADUCAH, KY%
On Highway 68 in Aurora, Kentucky
seven p. as. and West Viola a- Mar m ureanu, Who are both
- Closed On Tuesday gainst Hardin at 8:30 p. as.
"LOOK FOR THE BIG HOUSE TRAILER WITH PIANO SIGN"
expected to be as non-playing
The Murray Women's Team as
their
captain, Gyorgy
Largest Music Dealer In 5—State Area
Is host for the tournament.
obzu• .
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
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UNCLE JEFFS

ON

PARKING LOT

HWY. 641 SOUTH MURRAY, KY.

FRIDAY SATURDAY & SUNDAY

91111 — 9 P.m
1230 to 6:30 p.m.

FRIDAY & SAT. SEPT. 19 & 20
SUNDAY SEPT. 21
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Miss Regina Ann Barnard, Bride-elect
Of Michael Kuykendall, Is Honored

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4147

Miss Regina Ann Barnard of pink net and roses and a bud
Thursday, September 1$
Nashville, Tenn., whose mar- vase of rosebuds.
The Home Department of the
The beautifully appointed tea
riage to Michael Kuykendall
Murray Woman's Club will
be an event of September table was covered with a pink
will
meet at the club house at 9:30
20, was the honoree at a de- cloth under pink net accented
a.m. A scenic trip to the Land
lightfully planned tea held at with pink rosebuds. The gar
Between the Lakes is planned
the Red Room of the Holiday geous centerpiece was of pink
with lunch at Conservation hoso.
on Saturday, September 13. roses in a silver bowl flanked
Inn
Education Center. Transportation will be provided. Hostesses
The gracious hostesses for by antique silver candelabra.
will be Mesdames Quinton Gibthe occasion were Mesdames Frosted grapes hung from the
9011,
Albert
Crider, John
Edwin Stokes, Allen Rose, B. C. side of the crystal punch bowl
Stamps, Noel Melugin, HumphAllbritten, Coleman McKee', filled with pink punch with ice
rey Key, R. M. Miller, and AlCain, Joe Pat James, wedding bell molds. IndividEdwin
The children, grandchildren, Mrs. David Boswell and Kim,
fred Taylor.
Polly, Pat Trevathan, ual cakes decorated with pink
Walter
L
and
great
grandchildren of the Mr. and Mrs Turk Boswell,
•••
The Woman's Missionary Soc- Joe R. Sims, Vernon Cohoon, rosebuds were served alon
late Oscar, Dave, Emles, Jessie, Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. Au- iety of Elm
Grove Baptist Henry Schwier, Will Ed Stokes, with the punch, nuts, an
The Business and Profession- Bill Adams, and Victors Brown brey Adams, Bardwell, Mrs. Church observed
mints.
the week of and Michael Holliday.
al Women's Club will meet at Miller gathered at the Murray Louise Bidwell and daughter, prayer
for state missions with
The bride-elect was presentguests
with
the
Receiving
the
the Woman's Club House at Park on Sunday, September 7, Linda Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Tom meetings
held each day during honoree were her mother, Mrs. ed with a silver chafing dish
DEAR ABBY: My husband who now is in Viet Nam
6:30 p.m. The legislation com- for a reunion.
Wilkerson, Mr. and Mrs. Ray the week of September 8-12.
brought me and our little boy to his parents' home to live for
V. C.. Barnard of Nashville, by the hostesses as a wedding
mittee, Bea Hughes, Myrtle
It was a happy occasion for Clark and children, Lynn, Ran"Christ Is Our Only Hope" Tenn., her mother-in-law to be, gift.
a year while he is away. I am from the Philippines and have
Wall, and Lavanche Turner will all present as cherished memor dy, Greg, and Brent,
Mr. and was the theme of the program Mrs. Hassell Kuykendall of
Over eighty-five persons callno friends or relatives in this country. My in-laws have been
be in charge of arrangements. ies of the past were recalled. Mrs. Albert Hunkel
of
Foley, for the week with the scripture Murray, grandmothers of the ed during the afternoon how-s
•••
very kind to me and seem to like me very much.
Lunch was served at the noon Mo., Mr. and Mrs. Oreon Adams, reading from Matthew
14:14 groom-elect, Mrs. W. H. Kuy- of two-thirty to four-thirty o'Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 hour and pictures were made in Marian and Sherion Adams, and Luke 10:37.
Now, my problem: My husband has a 19-year-old brother
kendall and Mrs. William H. clock.
Order of the Eastern Star will the afternoon.
who made me feel at once like a sister. On his days off he
Jerry Adams, Frankie Adams
•••
(Jake) Dunn of Murray, and
meet
at
Those
the
present
were
park,
Mr. and of Dexter, Grogan Roberts, Ovle
Masonic Hall at
Mrs. Earl Lee was in charge
has taken me and my little boy to the beach, and to the
7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Milburn Holland, Mr. and Williams, and Donnie Turner. of the Monday morning on "He her attendant for the wedding,
and for drives. We were so happy. But last night a terrible
Miss Mary Jo Zarrington of
•••
Mrs.
Prentice Holland and sons,
•••
Went Forth" held at the church.
thing happened. Around midnight when I was undressing for
Nashville, Tenn.
James,
Charles,
and
Joe,
Mr
Tuesday the program, "He
bed I heard my doorknob turn, and before I knew it Brother
Men's Stag Night will be held and Mrs. William R.
For the occasion the honoree
Furches,
Saw", was presented at the chose
at the Calloway County Coun- Mr. and Mrs. James
to wear from her trolls
was inside my bedroom. I didn't scream because I didn't
Witherhome
of
Mrs.
Hardin
Morris
try Club. Hosts are Dr. Bill spoon, Mr. and Mrs.
seau a pink dress with a hog
want to wake my little boy who sleeps with me, but I angrily
Stevie Howith the hostess as the leader.
Miss Della Anne Simpson,
Doss, Bob Billington, Tommy ward and Chrystie, Mr.
teases gift corsage of rosebuds
motioned for Brother to get out and I opened the door. At
and
The Wednesday program on Her mother
daughter of Mrs. Florence SimpChrisp,
and
wore
a
Ted
Billington
deep
rose
mother-in-l
her
going
from
aw
Mrs. Bruce Adams, Mrs. Frothat moment I saw my
"He Has Compassion" was led
• ••
dress, her mother-in-law to be, son and Virgil Simpson of
nie Miles, Mr. and Mrs. Genie
bedroom to Brother's room. Seeing he was not there she went
by Mrs. Albert Crider at the
The
blue dress, Mrs. W. H. Kuy- Evansville, Ind., and Danny F
John
a
Winters
C.
HistoriB
Adams,
Mr.
and
frightened
and
Mrs. Calvin
in and waited for him. Brother and I were
Mrs. Bsooks Moody opened church at 7:30 p.m.
cal Society will meet at the Wilsim, Mr. and Mrs.
kenciall, a blue dress, Mrs. Rowland, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Conley B. her home on the Penny
Mrs. Alvin Futrell was the
just sat on my bed waiting for her to go back to her room.
Road
home of Mrs. Fred M. Ginglea, Adams.
Dunn, an aqua dress, and Miss Edgar Rowland of Murray,
She didn't, instead she came into my room and when she saw
for the meeting of the Penny leader for the program on "He Harrington, a navy dress. Each were married Wednesday, Aug1606 Farmer Avenue, at seven
Also
present
were
Mr. and Homemakers Club held on
us sitting there she started to yell terrible things at me. God
Mon- Ministered" held at the church had hostesses' gift corsages of ust 20, in Evansville.
p.m.
Mrs. Larry Adams of Cairo,
•••
day, September 15, at one o'- on Thursday.
knows nothing happened, but she blamed me, saying Brother
The nuptials were performed
white mums.
Raymond Adams of Padu- clock
Friday Mrs. Jesse Roberts
in the afternoon.
The Calloway County High cah, Mrs. Lena Wofford
Mrs. Gene Dunn, aunt of the by Father Many at two-thirty
was only 19, and I must have encouraged him. That is a lie,
of Bar.
The major lesson on "Teen was leader for the program on groom-elect, asked the guests o'clock in the afternoon at the
School Band Boosters Club will low, Mr.
Abby. Then she said she wanted me out of the house by
and Mrs. Hardie Agers and Drug
Habit", was "Opportunity and Responsibil- to sign the register at the table bride's home in the presence
meet at the high school at seven Adams, Mr. and
morning. My father-in-law got up and he said I was staying,
Mrs. Colic Dee presented by Mrs.
Grace Co--ity" held at her home.
p.m.
overlaid with a pink cloth with of close friends and relatives.
and nobody was to write my husband anything about it.
Adams, Pat Dee Adams, FarmOthers present throughout
• ••
The bride was attended by her
Meanwhile Brother didn't say that it was all his fault, he
ington, Mr. and Mrs. Allen R. vey. The lesson was presented the meetings were Mesdames
Friday, September 11
sister, Mrs. Thomas Clark and
Buchanan of Cunningham, Mr. to the leader by the area fam- Charles Burkeen, Brigham Futjust cried like a baby.
John Weatherly was best man.
Stag Night will be held at and Mrs. Paul
Buchanan and ily life agent at the meeting rell, Alfred Keel, Bessie ColAbby, I am so upset. How can I stay here now? Yet, how
the Oaks Country Club at 7.30 daughter, Vickie,
Mr. and Mrs. Whitlow, matBardwell, Mr. held in Marshall County.
son, George Cossey, T. G. Shelcan I go home without upsetting my husband? He is sure to
p.m. Hosts are Rubin James,.and Mrs.
ernal
grandparents of the bride
Mrs. Ernest Madrey, presi- ton, Walton Fulkerson, Keys
Norman Shelbourne,
find out if I leave. What shall I tell him? Please tell me what
Robert Hopkins, and George .Mr. and Mrs.
providedroses from their gardent,
presided
Hazel
and
Mrs.
GraShelbourne
Keel,
Harry
Shekell, Mason
INNOCENT
to do. I am so lost and confused.
Hewitt.
den for the bridal bouquet and
of Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. ham Feltner gave the devotion Thomas, Marie Shekell,
The
monthly
fellowship for other members of
Euph•••
the weddC.
M.
from
Shelbourne of Bardwell,
Psalms 1:10. The minutes rey Cohoon, Rupert Emerson, breakfast of the Murray-CalloDEAR INNOCENT: Stay. The truth will bemuse evident
.. Saturday. Seetasisbor 20
ing party.
Mrs.
Lavelle
and
call
roll
wereby
Purdy
-Mrs.
—Feltof
St,
LouJohn
Stamps,
father-in-l
llirppeied.
way
exactly
what
He
County
Alfred Williams,
very soon. Tell your
irsrine Club was
aw
Pregame
Following the ceremony the
buffet
catered is, Mo., Mr. and Mrs.
Carl ner. The landscape notes were W. A. Farmer, Thannie Parker, held on Sunday, September
will believe you. and it won't take Nag before "Brother"
by House of Grace will b e Adams, Mrs. Hilda
parents
of the bride were hosts
given
by
Mrs.
Brooks
Moody Glen Hale, and Miss Gwen at nine o'clock in the morning
Jones, May.
admits that you were blameless. No one should write year
served at the Calloway County field.
at a reception at Brenners.
and the recreation was con- Fulkerson.
at
Southside
the
Restaurant.
husband about this. Time heals all wounds. I And wounds an
Country Club from 5:30 p.m. to Others attending
Mr. and Mrs. Rowland are
•••
were Mrs. ducted by Mrs. Vernon Moody.
Members and their families now at home at
7:30 p.m. prior to the Murray Lieurelle Reed,
heels.]
1012 Noelton
Refresments were served by
Mrs. Eura Alattending were Mr. and Mrs. Avenue,
State University football game ton, Farmington, Mr.
Nashville, Tennessee
and Mrs. the hostess.
Don
Robinson
and
son, Larry, Those attending
For reservations call Messrs Loyd Case, Miss
from Mu:.
Other members present, not
DEAR ABBY: I understand that when they take the 1970
Melanis Moore,
Grilling a steak? Cut off any Sgt. and Mrs. Frank Gibson, Mr. ray were Mr.
and Mesdames John Gregory,Kevil, Heskel
and Mrs. Edgar
previously
mentioned,
were
Sheeks,
census, one of the questions will be: "HAVE YOU EVER
Mr. and
and
Mrs.
excess
Freed
fat
and
Cotham,
rub
warm
the
Mr.
grill
Virgil Harris, Harold Hopper,
Rowland, and son, Mike, Mr
Mrs. Carl Harrell, Mrs. Paul with
HAD ANY ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN?"
it. This helps keep the steak and Mrs. William Moffett, Mr. and Mrs. N. L
Chad Stewart, or Donald TuckRowland and
Butterwort
h,
and
Mrs.
Alton
and
Mrs. Edsel Beale, Mr. and children,
Well, it just so happens, I haven't, but if I am asked that
sticking.
from
Slash
the
er by Thursday. A record dance
Janet and Denise, Mr.
Cole. One visitor was Mrs.
Mrs.
Boone
Hendrickso
question I intend to tell the census taker that it's none of his
n,
remaining
Sgt.
edge
fat
at
one-inch
will be from 10 p.m. to one
and Mrs. L. J. Hendon and
Ralph Wilcox.
intervals so it will lie flat during Claude Welch and daughters, children, Valerie and
business, and furthermore I regard such personal questions
The next meeting will be held
Van, and
Claudia,
Cynthia, and Patricia, Craig Carman.
•••
as an invasion of privacy. Am I compelled by law to disclose
Steven Williams
on Monday, October 20, at one grilling. For added flavor, rub Lt. Col. Jack
Persall,
Judge
steak
with
garlic
or
brush with
and John Weatherly of LouisSunday, September 21
PRIVATE CITLVEN
such personal information?
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Ray.
The Welcome Wagon New
?ond
barbecue sauce before cooking James M. Lassiter, and Norman ville, formerly of Murray, also
The old Calloway Court
Workman.
Klapp.
corners
Club
Crrtz.EN:
held
Illegitimac
its monthl
DEaR
No. Statistics on
y can be
House will be open from two to •
attended.
meeting on Thursday, Septern)
obtained from other sources.
five p.m.
her 11, at seven o'clock in th
•••
evening at the Community Cen
Monday, September 22
DEAR ABBY: At work yesterday we discussed the man
The South Pleasant Grove ter.
who wrote to admit that he had been "aroused" by the sight
Joe Carter, Jr., field repreHomemaker
s Club will meet at
of his own shapely teen-aged daughters running around the
the home of Mrs. Fermis Boyd sentative for the National
house half-clad.
Foundation — March of Dimes,
at one p.m.
We all agreed that no normal father who had watched his
Louisville, spoke to the group
•••
daughters grow from babyhood would be "aroused" in this
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority about the March of Dimes drive
manner, but then we are all women, so perhaps we're wrong.
will meet at the Community in January. He also discussed
What about doctors? Pity the doctor's wife whose husCenter, Ellis Drive, at 7:30 p.m. "Birth Defects" with the group
and handed out literature on
• ••
band is "aroused" by the sight of his women patients Also
The South Pleasant Grove this subject.
pity the poor doctor.
Mrs. Harold Robertson, a
Homemakers Club will meet at
Of course, we disregard the man who faints at the sight
member
of the club, will be
the home of Mrs. Dennis Boyd
of a bare knee. He probably lies unconscious somewhere, as
chairman of the March of
at
one
p.m.
there are a lot of bare knees around these days. MARILYN
Dimes drive for Calloway Coun•• •
ty.
Serving as co-chairman will
The Creative Arts DepartCONFIDENTIAL TO "SIXTEEN IN NATICH, MASS.":
ment of the Murray Woman's be Mrs. George Layne, also a
Stay out of her reach as mach as possible. If she becomes
Club will meet at the club member of the club.
The program for the evening
more aggressive, TELL her that you do not want to be
house at 9:30 a.m. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Jack And- was a make-up demonstratioa
"patted. pawed or touched." She'll get the message.
erson, Charles Archer, and presented by Mrs. Leroy Benrett of Merle Norman Cosmetic
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a perusal Jack Blackwell.
Studio who demonstrated the
• ••
reply write to Abby, Box 07M, Los Angeles, Cal. UMW asd
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
The Great Books Discussion basic steps for applying makegroup will meet at the Murray. up using for her model, Miss
Nancy Duncan.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding," Calloway County Library
at
Preceding the meeting a samad Si to Abby, Box 115711. Los Angeles, Cal. ISM.
seven p.m.
lad supper was enjoyed by
•••
members and guests. Hostesses
for the evening were Mesdames
Margot, to Dwain Metateah son
James Merino, Lawrence Philof Mr. and Mrs. W. E. McIntosh
pot, Mike Miller, John Lyon,
Jr. of Paducah.
Harold Robertston, and Harry
Conley.
The double-ring ceremony
Guests for the evening were
Rev. and Mrs. J. Norman Ella will be solemnized at three o'The Music Department of the Mesdames Margaret Sams, Mary
of Jackson, Tenn., announce the clock in the afternoon on Sat.and discover how you
engagement of their daughter, urday, December 20, in the Murray Woman's Club welcom- Ann Layne, Mafalda Jones, Ola
Watts, Shirley Jones, Jeanette
5 pounds thinner in a Golden Playtex' Girdle—
sanctuary of the Woodland Bap- ed two new members and made
Story,
regular or long leg panty.(Both available in pull-on or
tist Church in Jackson with plans for the coming year at a Doyle, Kay Meeks, Suzanne
Chris Runyon, Elsie Updinner
meeting
held
at
the
Rev. Ellis officiating.
zipper styles.) These are the girdles you've seen on
ton,
Janice
Collins,
club house on Tuesday evenPatsy Nichols, Dortha Bailey, Dawn
TV—that support your tummy like firm, young
Following the ceremony • re- ing, September 16.
The dinner tables were beau- Ford, Sylvia Pucket, Jackie
ception will be held in the felmuscles
. . . make you look 5 pounds thinner
tifully decorated with pyracan- Harrison, Audrey Perry, Mary
lowship hall of the church.
instantly.
Martin,
The soft cloth lining gives you cool
Jackie
Underwood, JaThe bride-elect is a graduate tha berries and matching orcomfort, too. And, the new Long Leg Panty
of Trigg County High School ange candles. Hostesses for the nice Vance, Janet Hendon, Mary
and is currently enrolled as a evening were Mrs. Vernon Jo Bartholomy, Barbara Erwin,
girdle slims your thighs as never before.
la Rexroat, Mary Jo Johnsenior at Murray State Univer- Shown, Mrs. James Kline, Mrs.
son,
Ann Burke, Jane Babb,
sity where she is a home eco- Sam Knight, Mrs. Tommye D.
Pull-on styles
Taylor, Mrs. William Porter, Betty Wilder, Jackie Ransom,
nomics major.
Mrs. William Furgerson, Mrs. helia Rye, and Judy Hill.
Girdle
Reg. $10.95 NOW $ 8.95
•••
Mr. McIntosh, a native Pa- John Taylor, Mrs. David EllLong
Leg
Panty
Reg.
$11.95 NOW $ 9.95
ducah-an, is director of public iott.
The
Information at Murray State.
Mrs. Shown, chairman of the
Zipper styles
No formal invitations are be department, presided and conGirdle
Reg. $12.95 NOW $10.95
tog sent. All friends and rela- ducted a "getting to know you"
Long Leg Panty Reg. $13.95 NOW $11.95
tives are invited to attend the session. Mrs. Charles Moffett
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wade, 909
hostess can help you
wedding and the reception.
and Mrs. Robert Carpenter were
over the anxiety of getwelcomed as new members of Pogue Avenue, Murray, are the
Sizes XS, S, M, L. (Extra large
parents of a baby boy born at
the department.
ting acquainted in new
LOOK FOR THE GIRDLE IN THE TALL more)
surroundings and make
Mrs. James Kline made a fin- 10:15 a.m. on Monday, SeptemTUBE
ber 15, at the Murray-Calloway
SWIM EVERY GRAVE al report on last springs
you feel at "Home
style County Hoepital.
show, and a check for $276 was
Sweet Home," again.
The baby weighed six pounds
turned over to the treasurer ta
fifteen ounces and has been
Don't delay—take advantage of big
She will bring gifts and
be used for the Music Departsavings
named Anthony Scott. The new
on famous Playtex Golden Girdles
vital information from
ment's philanthropic projects.
before
father
is
employed
at the Muryour neighborhood busithis offer expires.
Plans were made for the choray Division of the Tappan
ness and civic leaders.
rus to sing at the district meet- Company.
ing in Paducah on October 23
Call
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Since 111111
and rehearsal was conducted by
Mrs. Willis Wade of Paris,
Phone 753-2371
Mrs. Josiah Darnall.
Tenn., and Rev. and Mrs. W.
• • •
Ed Glover of Murray. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Lola
The Most
BUILDERS OF FINE
Try blending rosemary with Kyle of the Murray ConvalesFamous Basket
MEMORIALS
dried parsley and butter as a cent Division, Mr. and Mrs. F.
in the World•
Porter Whit* - Mananor
Chappell of Dresden, Tenn.,
spread
for chicken breasts and
111 Maple St
759-2512
thighs which are to be roasted. and 41r. and Mrs. Hubert Wade
of Gleason Tenn.
10•IAL
•MN
I

wooroict,

Large Number Of Relatives Attend The Elm Grove Baptist
Adams Reunion Held At Murray Park WMS Observes
Week Of Prayer

She's blamed for
brother-in-law's mistake
By Abigail Van Buren

Simpson-Rowland
Vows Solemnized
At Bride's Home

Mrs. Brooks Moody
Hostess For Meet
Of Penny Club

Shrine Club Holds
Breakfast Sunday
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NEW YORK (UPI)— It is
essential always to think six
months ahead in the stuck
market, whether you are a
short-term trader or a buyer of
permanent holdings, Gould's
Position says. Six months from
now, the firm says, the market
"will be getting into mid-March
with 19'70's first intermediate
shakeout probably
wrapping
itself up in a final rust of tax
selling." From now through
mid-fall, the six-month outlook
is conducive to strategic buying
during all outbursts of financial
downside activity, it adds.

•

Q. — Should you bring a tax
expert with you when you are
celled in for an audit?
A. — Professional tax help
Is usually not needed during
the examination of a return.
However, you may bring someone to represent you if you
wiiih.

"NEGLIGENCE" A U.S. military court at Subic Bay, the
Philippines, found Cmdr. Albert S. McLemore (above),
skipper of the destroyer
Evans, guilty of negligence
in the June 3 collision with
an Australian aircraft carrier that killed 74 American
sailors. McLemore, 40, Vallejo, Calif., was asleep at the
time, and six officers testified he left %),,akeup orders
for South China Sea maneuvers. He got a reprimand.

The reason for examining a
return is to determine whether
it ma accurate and complete. To
do this, you have the IL-cords
to back up the items and amounts on your return.
Q. — Are death benefits from
a life insurance policy taxable?
A. — Lump sum life insurance proceeds paid because of
death are not considered taxable income unlasa the policy
was transferred to you for a

The volume of tax-loss selling
this fall is likely to be unusually
heavy, Goodbody & Co. says.I
However
the tax-selling rush
The total length of the Gulf
may coincide with or be
of Mexico coastline of the
followed by a turnaround in the
United States is 1,631 miles.
general market as investors,
particularly institutional investors with sizable cash reserves,
There were 199,654 prisoners
look ahead to 1970 and seek to
in state and federal prisons in
bolster their year-end portfolio
1966.
positions, the firm adds.
-- —
Diamond, Turk & Co. feels it
would be premature to initiate
any
aggressive
buying
at
current levels. Until further
base building has taken place in
the 800 to 840 range of the Dow
Jones industrial average, the
firm says, "the chances of
Oren Hull is the best, hardest
cheap stocks becoming cheaper ivorking farm
manager in Callois an ever present possibility." way County. Wish
the College
would fire him and I had a place
It seems unl- ikely the market for him. We
have a lot of good
will drop to the 760 level, says men that work
and worry entirely
Spear and Staff Inc. The area to much
and are candidates for
bounded
by
about 840-760 -coronaries just as sure as death
represents "Stlbstantial to ex- and taxes. can
I
start with my
treme" undervaluation, and it is next door neighbor
Hamp Brooks
becoming
more
and more then add Glen Dormn, Max Hurt,
probable that the 790-800 area Owen Billington,
Holmes Ellis,"‘
reached July 30 marked the Duff Erwin,
Dr. Conrad Jones,
market's low. The firm sug- L. W. Paschall
and these are
gests a shift from a cautious but a few who need
to cut the
approach to a more aggressive pace in half.
and more heavily committed
In losing Ed Settle, Murray
policy.
lost the one man who contributed
probably the most in financial,
social and welfare causes during
his stay with us,along with Verne
Kyle, of any outsider. D. L.
Divelbliss was another go-getter
and one of the few people who
ever wore out a pair of shoes
in Murray and did not stay.
Many people have made great •
contributions to fertilize theprograss of Murray, including Jim
and Jo Williams thru the press
media. I analyze Jim as a registered Democrat, a Republican at
heart and an Independent in thinking and action. The last by far
the greatest virtue.
What does Miller's, Grindstone, Palestine, White Oak, East
Shannon, Stone, Steeleville, Macedonia, Gunter's Flat and Center
Ridge mean to you? They were
one time County schools.
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lunch any place would be. iness purposes. Membership or
business
purposes,
keep a re- on the same day, it counts as
valuable consideration. How- Other entertainment expenses
initiation fees paid once for cord of the days you and your a day of business use.
ever, if the benefits are paid in at the club may also qualify.
Club dues are discussed in
install/Dents a portion MY he A portion of your annual club membership privileges are gen- family use the club faciilties,
erally considered a capital ex- and indicate whether for bus- Publication 483, "Travel, fataxable as interest.
dues may be deducted if you pense
and are not deductible. iness or personal purposes.
tertaiarnent and Gift Expenses."
This and other aspects of in- use the country club more than
To
show
you use the club
If you use the club for both For a free copy, send a post
explainsurance payments are
30 pereeet of the time for bus- more
than half the time for business and personal purposes card to your District Director.
ed in IRS Publication 525, "Taxable Income and Nontaxable
Income." Send a post card to
your District Director for a free
copy.
Q. — Our daughter works
af,ter school. Can she claim an
exemption for herself on this
job if I'm also claiming her as
my dependent?
A. — Yes, she may claim her
own withhoiding exemption and
you can continue to claim her
as long as she qualifies as your
dependent. She is also entitled
to claim herself when she files
an income tax return next year.
Q. — Can you deduct anything for employment agency
fees?
A. — Fees paid to an eniployment agency for securing $
job are deductible when you
Itemize your deductions.
Q. — I use my country club
to entertain some of my customers. Am I allowed any deduction for my club fees and
ITay,Coupon Expires Sept. 30, 1969
expenses?
A. — Your business lunches
at the country club would be
deductible jast as a business

Worth 100 EXTRA
Top Value Stamps

WITH 'V OR MORE PURCHASE

Five Points
Servic
mu itye

Green Sycamore Servic

4th & Sycamore
Munly, Ky.

For 1970,your Mercury dealer has the petswords
for adion and elegance

AFTER GOP POST- A strong
.-_•oalition of staunch conservatives and impatient young
"Turks" is rallying behind
Sen. Howard H. Baker (above) of Tennessee to succeed his late father-in-law,
Sen. Everett M. Dirksen of
Michigan, as Republican
leader in the U.S. Senate.

Switzerland has not participated.% htmed conflict since the
end of the Napoleonic wars in
1815.

Young starlings sometimes
eat their own weight of insects
and berria ma day.

1970 Mercury Cyclone GT. The action intermediate.
Even standing still it looks like action. Comes with
sporty hood scoop and a unique Cyclone grille flanked by amber
Cyclone running lights. A 351 cu. in. V-8 is standard; options
to a Super CJ 429-4V Ram Air V-8 with 375 hp.
Inside: Hi-back buckets in cool "breathable" Comfortweave vinyl. Cyclone GT, Mercury's sporty new street
machine that looks like a racing car.

you
le—
n or
1 on

Jng

ner
:ool
Inty
)re.

1970 Mercury Cougar X1-7.
Where wildmeets elegant.
Cougar XR-7 has more standard equipment than any of the
competition. Hi-back vinyl buckets accented with leather.
Built-in map pockets. Tachometer. Elapsed-time clock.
Concealed headlamps, sequential rear turn signals,
351 cubic inch V-8, and much more. Catch a Cougar XR-7,
the wildly elegant one for 1970.

.95
.95

.95
.95

1970 Marquis Brougham.
i he medium-priced car with the most dramatic
styling since the Continental Mark III.
Comes with concealed headlights. Emerald-cut taillights.
A big 429 cubic inch V-8 powerplant. Select-Shift
automatic transmission. 1970 Marquis. The most beautiful
thing that's ever happened to a medium-priced car.

re)
BE

rigs
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MERCURY
LINCOLN
NOW BIG "LITTLE MISS MARKER," Shirley Thrtple Black.
looks pleased with her new post on the US. delegation to
the United Nations as she 'eaves the U.S. mission headquarters In New York after R conference.

515 South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

For action in the '70's.
see your Lincoln-Mercury dealer today.
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Everybody's Brother-in-Law—That's Walter Matthau
By ARMY ARCHERD
Cestral Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD -- How would
a top actor—and a comic at
that— react when directed by
another actor? A comic actor
at that—and what's more, an
actress? The thesp in question
is Walter Matthau, and the director and co-star as well is
Elaine May, who is his boss in
"A New Leaf," certainly a new
leaf for the versatile Matthau.
Never fear, we were assured
by all, it would be a love match
• —no problems such as Walter
had with his co-star Barbra
Streisand in "Hello Dolly."
Matter of fact, Billy Wilder,
who directed Matthau (and
Jack Lemmonl in "The Fortune
Cookie" (which won him his
Oscar), says, "As far as I'm
concerned, Walter can play
anything from 'Rhett Butler'
to 'Scarlet O'Hara'.
"They call him a second W.
IF C. Fields, but he's much more
than that. He's like a decathaI. Ion champion who could be -a
world champion in each of the
10 events. He has appeal to
women as well as men—and
gets along fine with them both
—since he's everybody's brother-in-law!"
• • •
JACK LEMMON said Walter
would work fine with Elaine—
or anyone else because "He's
only interested in one thing—
making the scene work. I'll give
you an example. In a scene in
'The Odd Couple,' I said, 'I'm
not so bad, you know. It could
be worse.' And he was supposed
to say, %tow?' .
"So, in rehearsal I said it and
then, just for the heck of it, I
turned and walked out of the
room, slammed the door and
left him standing there with
He came right after
1..h
, _e_ltrie,
me. HA pushed open ttio closii,
—a.

•

•

IS IT gratifying for him to
find fans recognizing him on
lt,catiorui, now?
"No!" Matthau said in typical Matthau honest gruffness.
"My gratification came years
ago from the critics, and my
colleag-ues. When they say a
guy becomes a star and he hasn't changed, what they really
mean is that he hasn't let the
outside change in relation t
him.
"I simply didn't succumb to
it. When we were doing a street
scene for 'A New Leaf' and one
of thooe tourists asked if I'd
rose, I said .Nco. The guy says
to me, 'Whatdya mean, can't I
take your picture?' I said,
'Sure, you can. But I won't
POSE. The monkey house is to
your left, around the corner at
the zoo.'"
• • •

Walter Matthau in a scene with Elaine
May, his co-star - AND his director,
stuck his head through--just
his head -and said—'HOW?' It
was a joy. He's the best actor I
ever worked with."
"A New Leaf" is making
movie history because Miss
Mayo has also written the
script, as well as directing and
co-starring in this spoof on love,
money, marriage, sex and —
murder.
Walter plays a confirmed
bachelor looking for a rich wife.
Elaine May plays the botanist
he plans to wed and—murder.
It's what could be called a perreet-recogriltIon role Tor WidUr

Ma tthau.
And isn't • the recogniticr)
sweet, after all his rough and
tumble years? After all, Matthau at 49, and after 20 loving
years in theater, films and on
TV, is now a full-fledged star.
Walter also is an actor's actor. He's won two Tony awards
—for "Shot in the Dark" and
"Odd Couple" on Broadway.
He'd played character rolesand beautifully -in more than a
them
among
films,
dozen
"Lonely Are the B r av e,"
"Strangers When We Meet,"
"mirage- and *Charade"'
r

ury resorts at relatively moderate rates, says Martini. Winsch
general manager of CIA, a nonprofit informational organization that represents 22 governments in the region.
The largest hotel rate reductions, often exceeding 40 per
cent, usually are offered by the
most expensive resorts, according to Winsch. Furthermore, he
said, this is the only season
when you can book choice
accommodations at top hotels
without making reservations
months in advance.
For example, a leading resort
in Spanish-flavored Puerto Rico
that charged from $72 to $90
daily per couple for room and
two meals last winter will cost
from $42 to $66 on the same

er this year.
Then there is a lop rated
resort on St. Thomas in the U.S.
Virgin Islands that- charged $72
daily per couple for room and
two meals but which is now
offering the same deal at S44
to $56 through Dec. 20.
Other bargains
There are many other bargains. On the Dutch Antilles
island of Curacao, the two most
expensive resort hotels that collect from $32 to $34 per couple
for a double room-no mealsduring the peak season will offer
the
same
accommodations
through Dec. 15 for $22 to $25.
And luxury hotels on the plush
St. James coast on British Barbados which charged from 160

to $70 per couple for room and
three meals last winter are offering the same for as low as $36
through this Dec. 14.
These examples, Winsch said,
basis until Dec. 15. That is a
cut of more than 40 per cent, are not exceptional but rather
typical of resorts throughout the
islands, which are only hours
away by jet plane from most of
the United States.
A survey of rates at top luxury resorts through mid-December shows an average of between
$20 to $30 per person, double
occupancy, generally with two
meals daily.
Fall-season percentage savings
are not quite as hi as the next
class
cla of accommodations, which
might be described as first-claw
beachfront hotels, Winsch noted.
Nevertheless, daily rates per person, double occupancy, have
dropped to about $15 with two
meals, give or take a few dollars.
And there are many islands
where a couple can enjoy a
double room with meals at a
good hotel for as little as $20 a
day.

Mothers!

BIG 8 x 10
LIVING COLOR
PORTRAIT

990

Plus 50( handling charge
Up to 4 photographed at
GROUPS: $1.00
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LIMIT: 2I per
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MATTHAU has come a long
way, he admits. Before his recent purchase of a lavish home
in Pacific Palisades he lived in
Paul Newman's house in Beverly Hills for a while with his
wife Carol and his six-year-old
son Charlie.
"The rent," Walter says,"was
$3,700 a month. I'll tell you
something interesting — one
month's rent in that place was
more than my family paid in
20 years' rent down on the
Lower East Side in New York.
Twenty years!" He shook his
head mournfully.
"And we got evicted or moved
every few months because we
didn't have the rent."
And no one in the family had
a brother-in-law named Walter
Matthau!

SMOKE OF SIERRA MADRE—Burning brush fills the sky with
smoke in the hills above a populated area of the
northern
fringes of Sierra Madre, a hillside community north
of Los
Angeles,_ Calif. The out-of-control fire drove more than
500 persons from their homes.

ARLINGTON, %Mb. (UPI)
When Sam was 14 his family
History has all but forgotten moved to Mason, N.H. where
Sanwel Wilson. The residents he played with a youngster
of this Boston suburb--where named John Chapman, who also
Wilson was born want to found his way into history
change that situation.
books as Johnny Appleseed.
Samuel Wilson is hest reniern- In 1789, Sam and his brother
bered in history as Uncle Sam. Ebenezer traveled to Alban).
The people of Arlington have N.Y., where they started a meat
started a campaign to erect a packing business. During the
memorial in his honor. Uncle War of 1812, Sam supplied the
Sam lived in this town 200 American forces with meat.
years ago when it was known as Meat stamps
Menotomey.
Barrels of prime pork were
James F. Lawson, chairman
of the Uncle Sam Statue Com- stamped U.S., which designated
mittee, says "For many years the federal government owned
it was believed that he was a them.
One day an Irish watchman
my thical person who represented the United States in much the was guarding the barrels on the
same way that John Bull charac- dock when a party of visiting
dignitaries spotted the barrels
terized England.
"However, a decade ago, a and inqiiired about the U.S.
New York historian came across markings.
"Uncle Sam," answered the
an old newspaper that proved
Uncle Sam actually did exist. watchman.
asked
It also said he was a native of "Uncle Sam who?
one of the party.
Arlington."
"Uncle Sam Wilson" said the
Legend has it that at the
he age
of nine, Sam was a drutionerbos Irishman." He is the one hired
to feed the army."
on
the Menotomey
That's how the whole thing
Green a few hours after Paul
Revere rode through town April got started. Before long, soldier,
19, 1775. That morning the refered to the beef and pork as
farmers defeated the British in a Uncle Sam's. And in time it
skirmish in front of the W ilson became the symbol of the
home.
I I nited States.
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KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI)A "total environment," said
to be the first use of the concept
in commercial building, is being
offered tenants of five new office
buildings under construction
here.
The buildings, first to go up
in the 85-acre, $115 million
Crown Center urban development community, combine a
parklike setting, nearby residences, underground garage parking
and adjacent shopping,restaurant
and entertainment facilities.
Business services planned for
the occupants include computer
facilities and a major audiovisual center for meetings and
training sessions.
The five buildings will offer
nearly 600,000 square feet of
office space which is expected
to be available for occupancy
by November, 1970. Interior
appointments include tinted solar glass in all windows, 9'A-foot
ceilings, elevator service to
underground garages, and
opied front entrance traffic
loops.
New York architect Edward
Larrabee Barnes designed the
office structures for Crown
Center which is a privately financed urban renewal project sponsored by Hallmark Cards, Inc.
Telephone landmark
HELSINKI (UPI)-The I millionth telephone was installed

in Finland this year. According
to the Union of Telephone Companies, the number of telephones
in the country has doubled every,
II years since World War II.
* * *

College orientation
Small guest houses and com- for the blind
mercial hotels often offer the
SANTA CRUZ, Calif.(UPI)
same rates throughout the year. Twenty-one college-bound
blind
But some feature fall season students are on the
University
bargains of as little as $6 single, of California campus here
for a
or $5 daily per person, double, special six-week
program of
and often include meals.
orientation to college life.
Winsch said fall season vacaMrs. Mary Lou O'Donnell,
tioners also can save on other the program coordinator,
says
items such as car and boat rent- the course will
give
the
blind
als, scuba and water sports students
a chance to learn about
equipment and instruction and "everything
from academic
maybe even on taxi and tour
standards and library use to
rates as drivers may be more social
life on a college campus."
prone to bargain when business
* * *
is slow.
Paper
fattens
cattle
Some veteran Caribbean travelers will argue. that
LUBBOCK, Tex. (UPI)
rail
season is the best. The sun and Waste paper is fattening cattle
sea are warm, the nights cool faster than feed grain at rexas
and beaches, hotels, shops, and Technological College's research
other popular spots relatively station near Amarillo. ,A study
ir tic rowded.
showed cattle gained 5 per cent
Air fares are the same year- faster on a diet of 15 per cent
round. From New York, for paper than they did on alfala
example, round-trip excursion hay.
fares range from a low of 1102,
* 5*
to San Juan to $209 to TrinidadTobago. , Excursion rates from
Miami are as low as $19 roundCommercial water transportrip to the Cayman Islands.
tation has doubled in the last
Airlines and tour operators 10 years, according to the U.S.
offer special "package vacations" Army Corps of Engineers.
featuring off-season bargain rates
to most of the islands stretching
over thousands of miles in the Travel Association, 20 East 46th
Caribbean.
Ask your travel St. New York, N.Y. 10017 for
agent or write to the Caribbean further information.
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Town plans to honor
the real Uncle Sam

••••

However, Matthau's name
wasn't on the tip of anyone's
lip outside of New York or Los
Angeles until the success of
"The Fortune Cookie."

a

By MURRAY J. BROWN
UPI Travel Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)-Don't
pack away your bathing togs and
summer sports equipment when
autumn leaves start to fall.
That's the time to consider a
Caribbean vacation which can
not only stretch your summer
fun but your dollars as well.
According to the Caribbean
Travel Association (CTA), bargain summer or low seasonal
rates will still be in effect on
more than two dozen islands
until mid-December. Savings at
hotels and resorts can average
as much as 25 per cent compared with the peak winter season
tabs which become effective
from Dec. 15 through April 15.
The fall and early winter season is the best time of year 'to
enjoy the Caribbean's finest lux-
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READY TO WORK FOR YOU
AS YOUR MAN IN FRANKFORT
Elect

MAX B. HURT
Republican Candidate for Representative
5th District - Calloway, Trigg, - General Election
Nov. 4, 1969
Qualified To Serve You By Broad Experience As
..
•
FARMER:TEACHER - BUSINESSMAN
Your Vote Will Be Appreciated As A Trust And A
Challenge To Serve
Paid For by Max B. Hurt Campaign
Fund
Max B. Hurt, Treas., Rt, 1, Kirksey,.
Ky. 42054
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'Transportation would approve and more attention to public
any state licensing program that education courses for neophyte
provided for: a physical exami- boaters. In connection with the
latter, the U.S. Coast Guard
th
noartion,a test
25
MILES
suspension Auxiliary reports a 275 per cent
rules of the road, su
By JACK WOLISTON
revocation of knowledgelic
forof increase in enrollees in its boate
violations,
or ing education courses for the
imuance
fees
for
con(UPI)
-The
YORK
NE i
of licensing renewal of license, act ident re- first half of this year. It says
troversial .question
..
boat operators is being bandied porting, and reciprocity for up 353,100 persons enrolled in the
courses, compared with 94,055
about again by various groups, to 9-0Aday
federal
s
license (with the in the same perigd in 1968.
and, as usual, reaction is mostly
same features as those above)
negative.
Recent legislative sessions in to be issued for operation on
* * *
Florida, Connecticut arid Massa- navigable waters in states that
ISRAEL
World War I began Aug. 1,
chusetts voted down licensing have no approved licensing syswith Germany's declar1914,
proposals, although Connecticut tem.
ation of war on Russia.
and Missouri did pass restrictions
OCCUPIED
Lauds industry
on youthful boat owners.
Despite his licensing proposal,
Under the Connecticut law,
TERRITORY
effective next July 1, a person the Michigan congressman, in a
under 16 operating a boat alone speech introducing his bill,
S
with more than five horsepower praised the efforts of organizat.
will have to obtain a boating tions involved in boating safety
ISRAEL
education certificate and said the education-enforcesafety
BASE
issued by the State Boating ment-engineering program now
' SINCE
being pushed by the industry
Commission.
1967
To aid in obtaining certifi- was the correct one.
Chamberlain may have more
cates, the commission will set up
education courses using instruct- luck with this measure than he
ors from the Coast Guard Ansi! has had with previous ones, since
iary, Power Squadrons or othe the House Government Operations
Committee
recently
qualified persons..
RAS i•FitANA
l
ed
ng.
a
report
favoring
law
Missouri
new
The
•
LJ
•
atit
provides that any boat operato licensing.
•
ABU 7.01
The committee also has asked
under
12 years of age must
A
supervision of someone a the General Accounting Office
under
•
to take a random opinion survey
least 16.
of registered boat owners
Rep.
Meanwhile,
(:harl
-AiIsiah& ---41111.0",'t,
U.S OIL INSTALLATIONS
Chamberlain, R-Mich., has intr throughout the country to deterduced another operator licensi mine public attitudes on licensFUSE IGNITED?—Tense eyes of the world again are focused hard on the
on the map). The punitive raid lasted 10 hours. At the left an official
bill in Congress. It's essentiall ing. The GAO questionnaire will
Middle East after Israeli plangs, tanks and ships struck Egypt in the
Israeli army photo shows an Israeli soldier- fietta firing on an Egyptian
the same as bills which Chamber go to about 3,000 of the
heaviest raid since the six-day 1967 war oh a 30-mile front (shaded area
radar installation during the raid.
Cablephoto
lain introduced unsuccessfully i nation's more than 4 million
previous sessions.
registered boat owners.
bi
Chamberlain's
current
Similar surveys taken in ACTING PRESIDENT -- Vice
of
Williams
Keith
Gladys or
Weatherford and Janice WeaEther anesthesia was used Slay,ery was abolished July 4, provides:
Land
recent years by independent President Ton Duc Thang
Indianapolis, Ind., three lots; therford; ten acres in Calloway first at the
Massachusetts Gen- 1817 in New York state:
-That states be allowed
groups have shown the majority (above( of North Vietnam
Transfers
Sandy F. or Willhmeaner F. County.
eral Hospital in Boston in 1846.
***
to oper of boatmen are against licensing. is acting president followsystems
licensing
set
up
Evans of Hendersonville, Tenn.,
Everett P. Heater and Vera
** *
Vermont ranks second in as- ate all boats required to be num
Most boatmen favor more ing the death of President
six lots; Charles or Lillian M. Heater to Jerry W. Upton and
Singapore became an inde- bestos and fourth in talc mining bered under the Federal Boati emphasis on stricter enforceH. Crawford Hanley to Jamie Haney of Murray, three lots; Elsie Holmes Upton; lot on
Ho Chi Minh in Hanoi.
pendent nation Aug. 9, 1965. in the United States.
Act of 1958. The Secretary o ment of existing boating laws
D. Potts and Jane S. Potts; a- Floyd V. or Kathleen R. Rourke Green Briar Street.
bout two acres on Highway 464 of New Whitland,
lots.
World Land LTD., Inc. to
SUEZ

"
:4100.1/1* CANAL
SUEZ

• •

Boating

SINAI

•

F

James Potts to Jamie D. Potts;
'A acre in Calloway County.
Lillian Dryaff and Arthur
Dyroff -of Dupo, Ill., to Frank
Keehn, Clarence Chartnand, and
Edna Chartrand; seventeen acres in Calloway County.
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Calloway County Land Company, Inc., to Frede Clements,
Nancy Clements, Robert Hearn,
and Linda Hearn of Greenfield,
Tenn.; lot in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision.
Smithwood Development Comp any, Inc., to Roger L. Boggs
or Jane F. Boggs of East Peoria, Ill., two lots; H. Wayne Minor or Veda Minor of Indianapolis, Lid., three lots; Virgil'
Ryan or Mildred Ryan of Tree411110‘ t.,
an,rld
isia two ortots; Dar7)1
Tennary
Ranll
Armstrong of Cutler, Calif.,
two lots; Richard or Ruth Wolf
of Taylor, Mich., three Iota;
Donald Wilson of the U. S.
Army, two lots.
Southwood Development Company, Inc., to Arnold K. Mulky
of Memphis, Team., one lot;
James B. or Nannie B. Adams
of Madison. Tenn.. one lot;

Smithwood Development Company, iv.. 41 Herbert B. Quitson of Tompkinsville, two lots;
Clark E. McKinney, Sr., or Marie McKinney of Windwall, Ind.,
two lots; William or Patricia
Mason of Monticello, Ind.; three
lots; Billie F. Sutt of Elgin,
one lot; Hollis or LaVyrne
O'Guin of Old Hickory, Tenn.,
two lots; Marshall H. or Robbie V. Ervin of Rock Island,
one lot.
I. R Hillman and Reva D.
Hillman to J. T. Todd and Barbara Todd; 60.5 acres on OldMurray-New Concord Road.
Coy M. Todd and Norm E.
Todd to J. T. Todd and Barbara Todd; lot on Sykes Road.
J. C. Brandon and Margie
Brandon to Will S. Rogers and
Laura Faye Rogers; lot in Meadow Lane Subdivision.
Mary B. Ingram to Johnny
Ingram and Nancy Ingram; lot
on Highway 299.
C. E. Erwin to Lawrence D
Jones and Elfreda F. Jones; lot
in Circarama Subdivitioc.
Jerry B. Lassiter and Patricia Gayle Lassiter to Larry D.

Malcolm Puckett and Mary Log,
Puckett of Obion, Tenn., otig
lot; to Jerry Puckett and Naomi
Puckett of Obion, Tenn., one
lot in Baywood Visa Subdivision.
Dewey Todd and Anna Louise Todd to I. R. Hillman and
Reva D. Hillman; lot in Calloway County.
Gene Steely, Doris Steely,
Max M. Sykes, and Joann Sykes
to LOWS Slushmeyer and Elizabeth Slushmeyer; two lots in
Gatesborough Estates Subdivision.
Margaret Berry to George L.
Powell and Betty H. Powell;
lot on South 8th Street.

Arbiter-touchdown gabber
NEW YORK (UPI)-Hank
Soar, now an American League
umpire, was an accomplished
football player. In 1938 Soar
caught a 25-yard forward pass
that enabled the New York
Giants to defeat the Green Ba
Packers, 23-17, for the World's
Football Championship.
* * *

I ARE YOU READY? I
f FOR THE NEW FALL TV. SHOWS
A

All major TV networks will be
showing new and exciting shows
this Fall and Winter!

Emmett Littleton Ashford is
the only' Negro umpire in the
major leagues.

Hack Wilson of the Chicago
Cubs set a National League record with 56 home runs in 1930
but never hit more than 39 in
any other season.
* * *

Be Ready!!
for the best in football games,
variety shows and movies!

I CALL MURRAY CABLEVISIONI
TODAY
We can furnish you with more
TV variety and clearer pictures.

0)•

50% REDUCTION

Today is1970 at your Ford Dealers!

ON ALL INSTALLATION
CHARGES
During the Month of September

CALL TODAY AND SAVE!!

MURRAY CABLEVISION
105 No. 5th Street

Phone 753-5005

(Dial 753-0144 attar 5:00 p.m. and on woakends)
sa111111. sall11111.-

4011110a

URGES POT WAR-Atty. Gen.
John N. Mitchell (top) urges
Congress to overhaul federal
narcotic laws 60 authorities
can put peddlers in jail and
stem the tide of youths turning to drugs "as a way of
life." Lower, Sen. Edward
'M. Kennedy, D-Mass.. member of the Senate Juvenile
Delinquency subcommittee,
directs a question at Mitchell.

Ford leaps into the '70s
with newer, bolder,
better ideas. They are
ready and waiting at
your Ford Dealer's now.
Come in and see the look
of tomorrow . . . today!

1970 Torino.
All new clear through.

1970 Ford.
Take a Quiet Break. Move

No matter which 1970 Torino you
choose, you'll be driving the most
completely changed car of the year.
New shape New size. New style.
New power. There are 14 models in
all. And you're sure to find one that
gives you the value, performance or
luxury you want.

into the quieter world of the sleek
new Fords for 1970.Take your choice
of five great V-8's and 21 different
models including the elegant LTD
and popular Galaxie 500. The new
Ford gives you a ride so smooth and
vibration-free that you have to testdrive it to believe it.

1970 Mustang.
Run with Number One.
No doubt abcut America's favorite
sporty car: it's Mustang all the way!
Take your choice of six different
models. Three different rooflines.
Nine different engines. Mustang's
designed to be designee by you.
Find out why Mustang's really Number One for so many drivers:

Ford gives you Better Ideas.Its the Going Thing!
PARKER FORD INC. MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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What to Do Till

Symsonia Medical Clinic
Has Permanent Physician

Frost Comes
•

THE SYMSONIA CLINIC — The Symsonia
Clink has been purchased by Dr. David H.
Leeper, McCracken County native, who

NEW YORK (UPI): The
sneezin' season, or misery
time for hay fever sufferers, goes on until frost. But
vou can do something to
help alleviate the discomfort if you are a victim,
says the Health Insurance
Institute; something that is
above and beyond what
your physician prescribes
medically.
Here are some suggestions from the institute:

P•lk,r,

Dr. Clarence Sullivan of
Paducah occupied it for a while
on a part time basis. When he
left the clinic stood idle until the
recent purchase by Dr. Leeper.-

the past and we expect it to
continue to be a success", a
spokesman of the Board said.
PRESCRIPTION ROOM — Pictured is the room in which Dr.
Leeper will keep his medicines at the Clinic in Symsonia. Dr.
Leeper has been preparing the room for medical equipment.
photo by Joe Hayden

The Board consists of Eulas
Johnson, chairman of the
Building Committee. Edward
Reid, chairman of the Clinic
corporation; and Howard Reid,
secretary-treasurer.

EXAMINING ROOM — This is one of two examining rooms at
the Symsonia Clinic. Dr. David H. Leeper, formerly of
Paducah, recently purchased the clinic and reopened it.
photo by Joe Hayden

Television notes

As of September of this year
the corporation has paid back
full face value plus a small
NEW YORK (UPI)—Actress her daughter is kidnapped.
dividend on all outstanding
stocks. More dividends are Natalie Wood will be the guest
***
_expected to come later, star on the one-hour special with
,according to Reid.

Dr. Leeper had planned on
remaining in the Army, but
while on leave he was told of the_.7.,,
The people in this area are
empty clinic — went to see it —
enthusiastic about giving moral
support to the new doctor, Reid
commented.
and decided to settle in
Symsonia. "It was love at first
site", the doctor said. "everyone
here has been tremendous in
Open House for the clinic wit
their reception of me", he
be held on Saturday, Septembei
added,"and I plan to stay".
27 from 1 to 4 p.m.

O

• Stay indoors with windows and doors closed
whenever possible.
• Try to stay in air conditioned or air filtered environment.
• Avoid swimming in
p o o 1 s. The
chlorinated
chlorine irritates nasal passages, making the hay fever victim all the more uncomfortable.
• Stay out of gardens
and open fields.

recently returned from Vietnam. Open
House at the clinic will be held on Saturday,
September 27, frn•-i I to 4 p.m.
photo by Joe Hayden

Residents of the Symsonia Calloway County. The couple
area have realized their dream of has two children, Cassie, 4 years
a medical clinic luring a doctor old and Jeffrey, three weeks old.
Mrs. Leeper is a registered nurse.
on a permanent bans.
The clinic story unfolded in
Dr. David H. Leeper, native
of McCracken County, who 1952 when the Atomic Plant
recently returned from Vietnam, boom in Paducah was great and
has purchased the clinic and has strong. At a meeting attended by
several labor leaders the clinic
settled in the community.
Dr. Leeper, 30, spent 15 was brought up. A corporation
months with the 101st Airborne. was formed and through the
of which 12 months were sent efforts of Symsonians and labor
organizations in Paducah
Ed Urines County, $18,000 was
raised to build the clinic.

MOO 11

Herb Alpert and the Tijuana
NBC has set up a millionBrass that NBC will broadcast dollar
fund to aid in developOct. 29-,
nrof thratrkal prv 11
b), participating in such. ventures
from the beginning instead of
ABC has signed Pearl Bailey merely being an itiyentfliNin the
to head a musical variety series projects of others. 1Special emfor the 1970-71 season. She phasis will be giien!to supportcurrently stars in Broadway's ing off-Broadway production.
"Hello, Dolly!'"

—Jack Gayer

FIRE RESTROYS "MARY'S SCHOOL HOUSE"—A replica of the
school house that inspired the poem, "Mary Had a Little
Lamb," was destroyed by fire in Sterling. Mass. The original
school is in Henry Ford's famed Wayside Inn in Sudbury.

POW's WIVES to MOUSE
WASHINGTON (UPI) — As
many as 350 wives and
dependents of U.S. servicemen
imprisoned in North Vietnam
planned to look on from the
galleries of Congress today in
silent support of a resolution
asking humane treatment for
their loved ones,
The resolution, in both the
House and Senate, calls on
President Nixon, the Defense
and State Departments, the
Unitqd Nations and the people
of the world to appeal to the
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong for humane treatment of.
American prisoners.
The resolution is sponsored in
the Senate by Hugh Scott, RPa., and in the house by
William L. Dickinson,R-Ala,
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"The clinic has done well in

An "Ironside" episode coming up on NBC will be two hours
instead of the usual hour in
length, and it will tie in with a
past episode, "Barbara Who?
That one was about an amnesia
victim who fell in love with
Chief Ironside. Vera Mile* recreates this character,now cured.
in the new episode, "Reptiem
for Yesterday." She is a mother
who asks Ironside for help when

DR. DAVID H. LEEPER
In Vietnam. He was discharged
In August of this year. He is a
1956 graduate of Reidland High
School and an undergraduate of
Memphis State University in
1962. He graduated from the
University of Kentucky School
of Medicine in 1966.
He interned at John Gaston
Hospital in Memphis and then
went into the Army. He was
with the famous 101st Airborne
Division for 15 months. He
spent three months at Fort
Campbell and then went to
Vietnam. He finished tip his
hitch at Hunter Field with the
Third Army.
In Vietnam, he was the
battalion surgeon, but he did
lots of civilian work on his own
time.

WHY PAY MORE
WHEN YOU CAN GET
DISCOUNT PRICESIDAktmiiet

Miss 5APjask Says:

ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
HOW TO KILL IT.
IN ONE HOUR,
RECEPTION ROOM — Pamela Brewer, receptionist, is
pictured at the Symsonia Clinic.

WE TOTAL DISCOUNT PRICES ON
EVERYTHING, EVERYDAY!!

Strong, quick-drying T-4 L checks
Itch and burning or your 59c back
at any drug counter. Than. in 3days watch infected skin slough 014
Watch HEALTHY skin •ppaar! NOW

photo by Joe Hayden
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Many of his civilian patients
were children.
"I saw everything — much of
which I never expected to see. I
mean lockjaw, diptheria and
even cholera. I never, in my
schooldays, expected to treat
diseases like those," he said.
Dr. Leeper is married to the
former Sandra Faye Williams of

HAIR •PRAY

SOFTIQUE
Bath Beads

the original water
soluable P. V. P. Flair
Spray for plus holding
power.

.

Water softening,
skin smoothing.
14.5 oz.

. . for quick relief of Upset
Stomach, Acid Indigestion and
Heartburn. 25 tablets.

.
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Parents and
Teachers

Agree...

. The News Is Getting
Around More and More Every Day...

ALL PRESCRIPTIONS ARE
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BASCOUNT PRICED
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ASPIRIN

VASELINE
Hair Tonic
firzhts

dryness
3* oz.

Value

for Fast Pain Relief

Tiny
To Cs4

Every drop

1,1

"BAYER WORKS WONDERS"

DISCINIT REG HAMS,

4

FAMILY SIZE DENTAL
CREAM with DECAY FIGHTING
POWER of GARDOL

TRENT(
Tim, who
tulips on
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$2.39
Value
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WEEK SEPT. 15-21
Madisonville
Morehead
Murray
Owenton
Pikeville
Somerset
Ashland
Bowling Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard
Lexington
Louisville

WKMA Ch. 35
WKMR Ch. 38
WKMU Ch. 21
WKON Ch. 52
WKPI Ch. 22
WK SO Ch. 29
WKAS Ch. 25
WKGB Ch. 53
WCVN Ch. 54
WKZT Ch. 23
WKHA Ch. 35
WKLE Ch. 46
WKPC Ch. 15

Printed as & public service for
the Kentucky Congress of Parents and Teachers.
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Stop Nagging Cough With
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We Stock A Complete
Line a Fine Quality
PEPSODENT & LIFELINE TOOTH
BRUSHES and TOOTHPASTE
For Brighter - Whiter - Happier Smiles
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CHERACOL-D
Cough Syrup

NAY-411e

Stops
odor all
day
without
irritation!

8‘k Value

PRICE

One That Really Works!

EXTRA DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS!!
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Debbie Reynolds
Cancels TV Series
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LOCAL STUDENTS AT MURRAY STATE — In the
photo at upper left, David Feagin of Calloway County is being greeted by Dr. Harry Sparks during the annual reception
for freshman at the University. Shown with them is Dr. Liza
Spann. The photo at upper right shows Molly Devine (I•ft)
and Paula Duncan (right) filling out their class entrance
cards during registration at MSU. Both girls are from Murray. Donna Jonas of Murray Is greeted by Mrs. Harry Sparks
be the_ Oat. at *age loft. Dr. !bark, is in the background.
--Irwin sisters Vickie and Rkide Hopkins of Calloway County
•- are being welcomed in the photo at lower right. In the reception line are (left to right): Norman Lanoi, dean of men,
Lillian Tate (partially hidden), dean of women, and Mrs.
Harry Sparks. Also shown is Joe D. Hopkins, father of the
twins.

Mrs. Shupe, 79.
Dies At Mayfield
MAYFIELD, Ky., Sept. 17 —
Mrs. Annie Shupe, 79, of Mayfield Star Route died at 1:2C
a.m. today in Mayfield Hospital
She was the widow of Fred G
Shupe.

fn.•••

I

-Seventeen classes have been
announced for the Calloway County High School FFA Riding
Show to be held this Saturday,
September 20, at 4:00 p. m. at
the Wranglers Club:
Pony Lead Line; Pony 48"
58"; Pony 48" and under; Racking Class--English; Country
Pleasure—Men; Plantation Saddle Horse; Country Pleasure—
Women; Western Pleasure —
Men; Best Rider-18 Years and
under; Racking Class--Western;
Western Pleasure — Women;
Fox Trotting Class; Flag Race
—16 Years and under (A and
8); Barrel Race-16 years and
under (A, B, and C); Figure 8
Speed Race; Rescue Race —
18 Years and under (A and B);
Pole Bending-16 Years and
under (A, B, and C).
Horses Shown in English
Classee are not eligible for
Western Classes.
Gate admission is $1.00 per
ear load. Entry fee is $2.00 in
all classes and games.

Tiny Tim Plans
To Get Married

She is survived by six sons,
John Shupe of Natchez, Miss.,
Glen, Leon, Earl, Roy and Joe
Shupe, all of Mayfield; three
brothers, Rollin and Franklin
Esker, both of Paris, Tenn., and
Tom Eaker of Mayfield; two
sisters, Mrs. Cordelia Boyd and
Mrs. Paul Clements, both of
Natchez; 23 grandchildren ant
29 great-grandchildren.

FAIRDEALING, Ky., Sept.
17—Parents and the general
public will have an.opportunity_
to inspect new Jonathan Elementary School near here Sun_
day. •
Open house will be held from
2 to 4 p.m., it was announced
by Principal Mason Powell.
The 15 teachers of the 385pupil school will be on hand to
greet visitors and to explain
the facilities.
•
The school, which is air-conditioned, is one of the most
modern in the area. It was

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Federal State Market News
Service 9-18-69 Kentucky Purchase Area Hag Market Report
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Receipts 1060 Head, Barrows
and G Lts
Mastly 50 cents Lower; Sows, Steady.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $24.75-25.25
Few 1-2 $22.50;
US
2-4
190-240
let's $24.25-24•75;
scheduled
at
rites
Funeral
are
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $23.75-2425,
2 p.m. Thursday at Byrn FunerUS 3-4 250-280 lbs $23.25-23.75;
al Chapel. The Rev. Sylvester SOWS:
Fuller the Rev. Frederick Cole- US 1-2
270-350 lbs $21.50-22.00,
tharp will officiate.
Few $22.50;
Maplewood
Burial will be in
us 1-3 300-550 lbs $20.50-21.50;
Cemetery.
us 2-3 450-6.50 lbs $20.00-20.50.
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TRENTON, N.J. (UPI)—Tiny
Tim, who tiptoes through the •
tulips on television, announced
Wednesday he will marry a
teen-age fan he met while
signing autographs in a Philadelphia department store.
The singer, in his mid-40s,
said his bride-to-be is tall,
blonde, 17-year-old Vicky Budinger of Haddonfield, a recent
high-school graduate.
Tiny Tim, who refused to
divulge his exact age, said he
does not think the difference in
their ages matters.
The singer, noted for his
shoulder-length hair and a voice
which ranges from shrieking
falsetto to baritone, said: "I'm
16 years old at heart."
He made the announcement
at the New Jersey State Fair,
at which he is appearing.
met Miss
He
he
said
Budinger while signing autographs at Wanamaker's department store in Philadelphia last
spring.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. ((.111).
ITHAt:A, N.Y. (UPI)-ReEighty-four cases of triehinosi,
searchers
at
Cornell
Universit%
(Continued From Pogo Om)
have begun a 12-year study of were reported to the Nat' • I
HOLLYWOOD (UPI).— Debbie
involved were being "held in
Communicable Disease Center in
Reynolds canceled production abeyance" pending the trial. the effects of wind.
1968, the Kentucky State
-et
The first. pre will .t.
,
t the
today of her new television These two were Sgt. Alvin L.
-Department
Health reports.
stress
of
cold
wind
on
and
wild
series because a cigarette Smith, 41, Naples, Fla., and
The
cases,
from
22 states,
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to
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amount
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was
broadcast CWO Edward M. Boyle, X,
were traced to: pork produets
to
food
of
need
cover
they
and
during the debut of the show. New York City.
--71 per cent; bear meat 10 per
The investigation involved remain healthy.
Miss Reynolds, who often
cent; hamburger 19 per cent.
played the-girl-next-door roles the alleged murder of a Vieth.The hamburger cases "probably
In motion pictures, reportedly mese national in the Nha Trang
reflect contamination of beef
is the highest paid female Area, 188 miles northeast of Safe swimming _
when pound in meat grinders
performer on television at Saigon and near the Cambodian
CHICAGO(UPI)-The Nation- used 'previously for pork," the
border,
last
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20,
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$25,000 weekly. In addition to
al
Safety
Council reports report said.
losing her salary, she has a 50 for refusing an assignment.
swimmers in a supervised area
attorneys
Defense
for
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per cent interest in the show.
have at least 98 per cent less
Miss Reynolds, who does not Green Berets have described
The Chicago Cubs won their
chance of drowning than those
smoke, sent a telegram to NBC the alleged victim as a North
Vietnamese double agent em- at an unsupervised pool, pond last National I,eague pennant
notifying them she was terminin 1945.
or beach.
ating the series, which she ployed by the U. S. Central
Intelligence Agency CIA.
produced in partnership with
Congressmen who have invesFilmways Inc.
tigated the incident an their
She said the cigarette com- own charged the Green Berets
mercial aired during the season were being made scapegoats
premier Tuesday night
in for others in the mysterious
RAT AND
direct violation of her
ree-l
àcase which has been shrouded
merit with NBC and she was in secrecy since it broke early
MOUSE BAIT
ceasing
production effective in the summer.
today.
Even the identity of the alMiss Reynolds said she fully leged victim was a matter of
outlined in advance her feelings mystery for months and invesabout
cigarette
advertising tigators ncted that his body had
commercials "which I consider never been found. A large-scale
directly opposed to health and search for the missing body was
Why should you pay
undertaken in the South China
well being."
the high price of
Coincidentally, when the show Sea below Saigon but nothing
some baits that may
was aired in I..as Angeles was found.
not kill all Rats and
Tuesday night it was preceded
Mice?,,
by an antismoking commercial.
Montreal
and
Toronto,
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An NBC spokesman said:
"We couldn't be more suj- joined the National Hockey
League as charter members in
prised. The producgon co
Bait kills ALL RATS
1917, are the only original mem(Filmways) and Debbie
ey(Brown Rat — Cotton
bers
still
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the
circuit.
nolds' own people have known
Rat — Roof' Rat —
about sponsorship of American
Pack Rat --- Norway
Brands since March. NBC is filmed and presumably will be
Rat)!
completely mystified, but hopes shown. The show, in which Miss
Reynolds plays the wife. of a
to work this out."
Nine segments of the series, sportswriter, received mixed
titled "Debbie," have been reviews.
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FRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

30 0..04
5x
if
WI

00 Mornine Show
30 Morning Show
Today; Wthr.
30 Today
r
:00 Today; Wthr.
:30 Today
Ii It takes Two
:30 COntentratIon
Personality
:30 Hollywood Squares
700 Jeopardy
Eye Guess

7 00
8
62
7

10 :00
11

Country Journal
Country Junction
Family Theater
CBS News
Country Junction
Bozo Show
Junction; News-Wthr, Bozo Show
Captain Kangaroo
Bozo Show
Captain Kangaroo
Boo Show
The Mike Douglas Show Lucy Show
The Mike Douglas Show He Said — She Said
Andy ofof Li
Barbara Moore Show
Lilo
Love y
Barbara Moore Show
Bewitched
Where the Heart Is
Search for Tomorrow Funny You Should Ask

completed during the summer.
The school is a consolidation
grade schools. Powell was
principal at both of the old
schools.
The upper three grades of
the 1-8 school are departmentalized, as are high schools.
Under this plan students in the
sixth, seventh and eighth
grades move from classroom tr
classroom for their classes.
Another new asset of the
school is a half-time band instructor. Plans are underway
for a 40-piece band this year.

HAS ARRIVED

YOU ASKED FOR IT. WE HAVE IT.
SAMSONITE ATTACHE CASE

SEE YOU CHRISTMAS
LONDON (UPI) — Princess
Margaret gave her son a
haircut
and
sent him to
boarding school Tuesday.
Viscount Linley, 7, stepped
from the family limousine with
a small suitcase in his hand,
hugged his mother and, smile
fading, walked into Ashdoona
House School in nearby Sussex
County.
If Linley follows the traditional education for young genUemen of England, he will see his
parents only during holidays for
the next 14 years.

FOR THE LOW,
LOW PRICE OF ONLY

THIS CASE REGULARLY SELLS FOR $16.95
Only A Limited Number Of These Cases

Book of horror

Are Available. This Is The Last Time We

HIROSHIMA, Japan (I PI)
The Hiroshima city government
has published a 457-page book
documenting the experiences of
victims and survivors of the cit)
atomic bombing during World
War IL*

Will Be Able To Make This Offer.

Prison amenities
ROSARIO, Argentina (UPI)Police Chief Francisco Alberto
Lopez has ordered that families
visiting prisoners on cold days
be served coffee or mate, a
green tea popular in Argentina,
Paraguay and Uruguay. It is
drunk through a metal tube like
a straw .
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
News; Singing Cony. Dream House
:00 The Noon Show
As the World Turns Let's Make a Deal
ai. :30 The Noon Show
Splendored ThingThe Newlywed Game
lytisManY
Our
I.
of
.00 Days
la
The Dating Game
The Guiding Light
:30 The Doctors
I
General Hospital
Secret Storm
00 Another Wor:orz
One Lite to LIve
The Edge of Mart
, Say
la You Den
Dark Shadows
:00 Match Game: News Gamer Pyle, USMC
2
Flipper
a
:30 To Tell the Truth Gilligan's Island
_.
The Beverly Hillbillies
Movie:
:00 Beat the Clock
A
I
Love
Lucy
Dracula
"Blood
Avenue
—
of
South
16th
:30
News
Movie
:130 16th Avenue South
c
CRS nuoning News Dick Van Dyke Show
j
30 Huntley Brinkley

i

i

2

FRIDAY tvaritHG PROGRAMS
"News, wthr ; sots Newel yattir.: Sports News Yythr
hog].
Golden Years of
33 High Chaparral
Let's Make a Deal
Ethics In Congress
High Chaparral
Football
Ethics In Congress
30 Name at the Game Gorner Pyle. lit MC
Judd far the Defense
:00 Name of the Game Moyle:
Judd for the DefenSit
.30 Name of the Game "Beach Party

6
7 .00
8

x-9 p.m. Ch, 4 It's urtAINti uLL OPRY time! A hail-hour of the
original Nashville Sound with ROY CLARK, ROY ACUFF, AND
GEORGE HAMILTON IV,
x.9:30 p.m. Ch. 4 One of
music's greats - DEL REEVES "I reached out my hand for a hosts JERRY REED, CHASE WEBSTER, and JAMIE RYAN
n :00 Die Narliville Music movie
The Dick (swell Show
piece of paper, and instead she 7 :34 Del Reeves Show
The Dock Cavell Show
Moyle
mine,
One IL-IU p.m. Lti. 4 LLeLiaLuitt news, complete coverage, from
put her hand in
the
touch and I knew it was true PROFESSIONALS.AL VOECKS, DAVE DAUGHTRY, BOB OLSEN,
love," he said.
%PAUL EELLS.
:00 News. Wthr : Sots Newel wmr.„soo.ls
Mrs. Allan I3udinger,'mother
Need WM,' i Snorts
:30 Touchdown; Tonight Perry Mallall
Mat*: •
of the bride-to-be, said in a 1 I r00 The Tonight Sl)aw Perry mama
"My Fiev3rols
telephone interview that she 0 III .00 The Tonight Show Perry Mae* .
Illrunette•
:00
Tonight.
Unrhables
Parr*
Melon
Movie: Jove Billsoq —
and her husband are "elated" I2 :33,,The Untouchables Wrote:
J2eY BishaJ S-zr__ _
over the match.
1
.00
"Fleets. et Me Ikant- J33y 5s',,Sins.,
Joey
•''
5 3
3ii'Snos
very
'•
"We're
fond of him,"
x-raid advertisement s
she said.
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enth baronet, Sir Marmaduke Asty Wyvill, died without a
direct heir.
Montague-Smith said subsequent research has shown he
had a cousin whose family had emigrated to America in
the reign of King George H. The title should have gone to
him BM passed down the family to the present day.
"Newion D'Arcy, who was born in 1895 and lives in
dormant as it is properly called-and slightly less that
Winchester, Va., is almost certainly the 17th baronet but
number of baronetcies.
he is not interested enough to prove it," said MontagueHereditary peers are lords, be they dukes, marquesses,
Smith. "In any case, he hasn't any sons, only a daughter
earls, viscounts or barons. Baronets are a sort of herediwho can't succeed because few baronetcies can be inheritary knight with "Sir" in front of their name.
ted by women.
Normally their title passes from father to eldest son, or
the next male relative, until the family dies out and the
THE CLAIMANT has to prove in a petition to the crown
title becomes extinct. Dormancy arises when an heir
that he is the senior living member of the family, which
might be alive somewhere.
rrseans seeking documentary evidence of the death of all
previous male relatives, in this case back to 1774. Not
THE BARONETCY of Wyvill, created in 1611 as one of
only that, but the legitimacy of all the marriages in the
Britain's oldest, became dormant in 1774 when the sevfamily must be proved and all the children traced.
"One successful claimant is the Earl of Dundee," said
BEATLE- MANIA VOL. V
Montague-Smith. "I believe they spent thousands of
LONDON (UPI)- The Beatles
pounds and most of his and his father's lifetimes estabwan the No. 1 rating as the
lishing the succession. I think he was helped by the way
world's top musical group for
property had descended through the family."
the fifth consecutive year in a
popularity poll today.
The Rolling Stones fell from
King Charles II created the earldom in 1660 but it
second and were replaced in
became dormant later that century when the family
the second spot by the Beach
estates were seized by a rival, the Duke of Lauderdale,
Boys in the poll conducted by
who destroyed all papers proving their right to the title.
British music newspaper the
The family tried without success to establish its claim
Melody Maker.

British Titles Are Up for Crabs
BY MARIS ROSS
you could be a baroness and Madam,
(UPI):
LONDON
not know It. Or a viscountess. Or a lady.
A bundle of Bntish titles to earldoms, baronies and
baronetcies is just waiting to be claimed-at least some of
the titles due Americans.
Could be, Madam, that your husband never has
checked.
PATRICK Montague-Smith, editor of Debrett's, the
Who's Who of British aristocracy, said there might be
heirs to 40 or 50 hereditary peerages lying vacant-or

By MIKE REMAS
Written Especially far Central
Press and This Newspaper
MUSEUMS OF ALL TYPES
are available across the land,
but one type which is growing
more significant in this day of
modern motoring is the vintage
car museum. You don't have to
travel very far these days be-fore coming across a sign of
aome sort or another advertising that an antique car museum
'is near.
Conservative estimates are
that some 100 such museums
are in existence, featuring only
aged autos or engines, bodies,
parts, and driving accessories.
Still others offer license plates,
drivers licenses, car photos, and
just about anything else imaginable if it's connected with
the automobile and its history.
Most of the cars you'll see in
these museums have been restored by the museums' staff
employes, despite the stories
you still hear about little old
ladies in tennis sneakers who
never drove more than 10 miles
from home. The cars were acquired primarily from private
collectors, who th.emselves number about 50,000: and who re=
store or preserve old autos as
a hobby or to sell to car museums.
•
• • •
• 'VERY FEW of the antique'
cars are the finished products
turned out by the car manufacturers, and gone are the days
when museum staffers would
tour the countryside in hope of
finding a vintage car in some
farmer's barn. The farmers
owning such autos these days
would be as tough at bargaining as a used-car dealer.
Despite the fact that antique
car rallies keep the hobbyists
busy, many end up selling to
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over the centuries until the present earl, 67, won in
The Committee of Privileges of the House of Lords heard
his petition on behalf of the crown.
COULD ANYONE be around who is a lord without
know ing it?
"This might be possible," said Montague-Smith.
The Irish baronetcy of Moore of Ross Carbery may have
an unknowing heir somewhere in the United States. The
last one died in 1926, but a younger son had migrated to
America and a descendant may be alive who is the
present baronet.
Nobody knows who is the heir to the present Earl of
Breadalbane. The earl, 50, has no immediate male relatives but many distant ones, including descendants of
another migrant to America.
"IT IS THE Campbell family and there are heaps of
them, but no one has so far traced the heir," said
Montague-Smith. "It would be a distant fourth cousin."
An American who did become a nobleman in 1953 was
Adrian Ivor Dunbar, then 50, a handyman of Upper
Fairmount, Md. He suddenly found himself Sir Adrian
Dunbar of Mochrum, 12th baronet, and possessor of the
3000-acre family seat of Mochrum Park in Scotland.
plumbing supply company, the
owners installed an electric
night light.
And, 57 years later, that bulb
is still burning, owner Jack
Gasnick said today.

L'ET THERE BE LIGHT
YORK (UPI)-When
NEW
the doors opened for business
nearly six decades ago at a
small midtown Manhattan

P1

2.
tc
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SHOP THESE FALL VALUES

0

This is a Stanley Steamer-which saw service in the early 1900s.
museums because of the high
car-restoration costs and the
difficulty in acquiring replacement parts.
Perhaps the three most popular antique car museums in
the nation are Harrah's Automobile collection at Reno, the
Ford Museum in Dearborn, outside Detroit, and at the Smithiprilan Institution in Washington.
The Smithsonian is the smaller of the three, but it contains
many items not found in the
others, including one of the nation's first cars-a Duryea.
The Harrah cxhibit is billed
as the largest antique car collection in the world, with 1,200
autos. Of these, about 325 are
on exhibit, with the others in
storage or be'ng restored by a
staff of about 70 draftsmen
who renew about two dozen
cars annually.
• • •
AMONG the cars are those
dating back to 1896. Every

FOOTBALL, PUMP
427
& TEE

Model T and Model A Ford is
represented, with 115 Fords in
all, covering its evolution beginning with a Model A from
1903. Others are the 1907 Model'
35 Thomas Flyer, 50 Franklins,
and 14 Dusenburgs.
• • •

WILSON doublelined football, official size & weight.
Pump &-tee.63-314-5

LIKE the Smithsonian, the
Ford Museum contains an exhibit that includes more than
just automobiles. While it has
hundreds of autos that show the"'
history of the gas buggy, it also
depicts the development of auto
bodies, engines, parts, acce3sories, and so on.
In addition to the Fords
there is a Reo, a Haynes, a
Winton, an Oldsmobile Runabout built in 1900, and European models such as the Benz
and Daimler.
Many of the cars in museums
still run, of course, and those
kept by private collectors can
still be seen on highways as
they make the trek to antique
car rallies and flea markets

SEASON'S BEST BUY!

BY OW.
house ,a4
kitchen s
Phone 75

_ 4.77

9•11.11-10magy6 -Football:

PRO-TYPE HELMET
Rubber padded cycolac shell, chin
strap, double face guard. 63-1404
Rawlings Deluxe Helmet. 61-342-3.-5,-- 5.33
Mouth Guard. Protects tetath. 63-3111-- 764

SHOULDER PADS 333
Pods. s3-144 - 5.66

FOOTBALL PANTS

Angkor Wat May Be-Top Asian Attraction
After the Vietnam War Comes to an End

3" Value...Special
FOR SHOTGUNS --RIFLES - PISTOLS.
Includes cleaning rod,
brushes, tips, solvent.
oil, patches & sots:Qui__
trays. stlss
* * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * *

Pro-style protection for your youngRubber padded. 63-344

sters.

Rawlings Deluxe Shoulder

GUN CLEMINClar

Kapok padded hips & knees.
Molded thigh guards. 6o-w9.-2.-4

SHOTGUN SHELLS

FOOTBALL SHOES

12 GAUGE FIELD LOAD, 6 or 8
SHOT...Box of 25

Leather uppers, scuff-proof soles &
multi-studded cleats. 63-392-6 394-1

Reg. 2.64 ...Save 654

Deluxe Soccer-type $hoes. 61-395-4 196-6 7.47

PLAYER OUTFIT

LOW
EASYTERMS

64-142-6,8

12, 16 or 20 GAUGE
STANDARD LOAD

White helmet with face guard,
red jersey, shoulder pads, red
or white pants. Assorted sizes.

Box of 25
shells.

63-330-2,-3.-4

64 1X1.6

Loillife SWAN
PLUGS
By JOHN KIMBERLEY
battling the Cambodian jungle
Central Press Association Correspondent
was like being suddenly "transSTEM REAP, Cambodia-Asia's most outstanding sightseeing ported from barbarism to
civiliattraction is being spruced up for an expected tourist boom.
zation, from profound darkness
! Angkor Wat, the magnificent ancient city just outside Siem to light."
Reap and 200 miles from the Cambodian capital of Phnom Penh,
• • • 4,
Could potentially be the region's most visited destination after
ANGKOR WAT is one •of
the Vietnam war ends and after normal ties between Cambodia those places you hear people
and the United States are resumed.
talk about effusively and you
Cambodia has tried to remain neutral through the Vietnam read about it and you make a
war and, since 1964, has not had diplomatic relations with the mental note to go there yourOnited States.
self someday. After years of
Now Cambodia Chief-of-State Norodom Sihanouk's announce- heightened expectations, one js
ment that relations with the United States are to be resumed, sometimes disappointed when, a
there is fresh expectation of a tourism boom.
goal is finally reached.
' Japan has unique architecture, Hong Kong is an oriental
Not so Angkor Wat. In a
supermarket and the other nations of Asia have their own tra- word-it's great. Angkor Wat
ditions and way of life to disis fortunately not only the finplay. But for sheer sightseeing Pacific Airways and the Czech- est but also one of the bestosolvakian
Airline).
magnificence, there is nothing
preserved of the Khmer (Cam• • •
like Angkor Wat.
bodian) monuments. It has a
IN THE early 1800s there solid
.How do you "spruce up"
masculine grace from afar,
were frequently, whispered ru- although
btiildings that were
carved
on close inspection its
mors
in
the
courts
of
Europe
from stone at about the time
baa-reliefs are as exquisite and
about
a
"fantastic,
romantic
Notre Dame Cathedral was conintricate as on almost any of
lost city" in the jungles of In- the temples
structed in the 12th century?
in the area.
donesia.
• • •
Actually it is the accommoHowever, most people disINDIAN influence is v ery
dation and transportation famissed the talk as figments of strongly
cilities that are being upgraded
seen. Some are scenes
men's imaginations; like the from
near Angkor Wat in anticipathe lives of the god Rama
talk of King Solomon's mines, and
his wife Sits, who wcth kidtion of the tourist onrush.
El Dorado and the Fountain of
naped by the demon Ravana
Youth. When France began to
and transported to the island of
THOUGH there has been lit- make its presence felt more
Lanka.
tle publicity about it, Pan strongly in Cambodia, FrenchThere are also scenes of. the
American World Airways has men were determined to get to
divine youth Krishna flirting
been quietly negotiating with the bottom of the rumors.
with milkmaids beside the Jumthe Cambodia government to
One morning in 1860, a roam -Ina River.
build a luxury hotel near the ing naturalist named Henri '
Among these reminders of
jungle city. Part of the pack- Mouhot turned a corner along ,
the influence from India on
age, it is assumed, would be a Cambodian forest trail and
! Khmer thought, religion and
landing rights at either Stem stared ahead in.. astonishment,
art, are carvings of Cambodian
Reap or Phnom Penh (No Looming through gaps in the
heroes. Most famous of all the
American airline presently flies tangled jungle, he saw the macarvings are the dancing deinto Cambodia. But there are Jestic, carved gray towers of
vates and asparas, usually in
plenty of others: Air France, Angkor Wat.
pairs. These damsels with smilThai Airways, Air Vietnam, ,
Afterward, Mouhot wr ote ing lips are heavily jeweled
with
Royal Air Cambodre. Cathay that coming upon Angkor
after bangles and anklets
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• Guaranteed in Writing
as long as You Own
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You can't buy a better plug
at any price! 3-238-1/260-3
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• SAFETY ENGINEERED
with gos-tight Heedto-shell seal to prevent dangerous leaks

• QUALITY DESIGNED
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This is the main temple of the once lost ancient city of Angkor Wat in Cambodia.
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POOR7T0- DOOR
Protect your car's carpet. Heavy
ribbed rubber. Choice of colors.
17-4155 1165.i

. MUFFLER GUARANTEE
lonolif• Inuffl•rs or• guoroni..d
against deferCh N, nioninols, workmonshop, blewous, Or rUlfblirl for
OS long or you own your car. In
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POI SALMI
FORTY ACRIti of Kobe Jap
hay. Call 489-3691.
S-19-P

ATTENTION!!

JUNIOR LEAGUE BOWLING

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

WOOD BURNING heater, Ashley. Call 753-8190.
5-19-P
12' x 52' GARNER mobile home
with washer aslYi dryer and
completely carpeted. Phone 7536578.
S-19-P

/OLP WANTED
FOR RENT
SY OWNER: 3-bedroom brick GIRL for general office work, NICE SLEEPING
rooms for
DUO-THERM oil beater with
house with income apartment part time, send resume to P. 0. boys, one block from
campus.
copper pipe and blower. In good
on South 11th. Telephone 753- Box 33-V.
11-18-C Phone 753-8425 or 753-5962.
condition. Phone 4354362.
2987.
TFC.
Sept. 30-C
WANTED: Someone to do
S-1.13-P
BY OWNER, new 4-bedroom housework. Call 753-1489 after NICE FURNISHED apartment
S-1S-C for college boys. Phone 753TWO MAUSER rifles, one with
house, with garage, den and 3:30 p. m.
7381 days, 753-5106 after 5:00
scope mount and scope, all for
kitchen combination. Central
m.
TFC
$150.00. Phone 436-2285 after
hen.. and air-conditioning. BuiltWANTED AT ONCE
8:00 p. m.
in Tappan appliances, two baths.
S-19-P
N
ICE
ROOM, single or double
Call 753-4763.
8-18-C
Experienced Appliance
TEN REGISTERED bulls out of
for boys. One block from CampService Man
Preston and Eciipee. Will sell
us. Private parking. Phone 753HOUSE AND 5 ACRES, 3-bedE1243.
by pound. New post hole digroom brick with enclosed gaS-19-C
-Top Wagesger. Phone 753-6102 or 753rage. Located within 4 miles of
TWO-BEDROOM trailer. 1%
Murray.
5541.
Best Working Conditions
5-19-18
baths. Phone 753-3895.
TFC
THREE (3) NEW brick homes,
Apply in Person Only
ELECTRIC
refrigerat
or
and
gas
all well located. Priced from
ONE-BEDROOM furnished apartrange. Phone 753-8890. S-19-C
$10,500 to $26,500 and availment with air conditioner,
BILBREY'S CAR &
able immediately.
phone 753-8555. Couples only.
HOME SUPPLY
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
210 E. Main
S-18-C
IN HAZEL, 2-bedroom home
Rent or buy. Lonardo Piano Co.
S-20-C
with bath. Full price of $5,500.
ROOMS for college boys. Air
Your
complete music store.
HOME AND TRAILER Park,
FOR
SALE
POR SALE
conditioned, private entrance,
Across from post office, Parit
completely and attractively furtwo
blocks
from
University. Call NEW ROOF EASY-Apply
Tenn.
117nished living quarters with 10 REGISTERED Nurses needed. 753-4828.
5-18-P Kim Fibrated Asphalt Alumi- 1957 MAGNOLIA 8' x 37' two11-S-20-C
space licensed trailer park. Lo- Full time 11 to 7. Part time
cated approximately 1 mile from evenings and days weekends. VISIT University Heights Mobile num. Let us show you how ereg bedroom mobile home. Air
Good salary with travel and Homes
to apply, how it stops leaks and conditioning included. Phone
Ky. Lake.
Park on North 16th St.,
s4.9.c 1969 HONDA, like DM Call
753-2551.
2-ACRE TRACT near Lynn- shift diferential. Contact Ruby only two minutes from Campus. does the job for only 3 cents a
after 7:00 p. m., 753-3820.
burst Resort. Good building Hayden or Tommy McCue, Ful- Wide completely paved streets, square foot. Ask about the special
ler-Gilham
20
Hospital,
gallon
Mayfield,
drum
price.
S-20-P
Hughsite with plenty of blacktop
natural gas and cablevision
es Paint Store, 401 Maple St CAMPrNG'S OVER. Nimrod
Kentucky.
gC available.
frontage.
camper, $350.00. Phone 753We have two 1968
Oct-3-C 8155, 1609 College Farm
45 ACRES with good govern- WANTED: Janitor at the Chart mobile homes for rent and we
Road.
ment approved pond. Only $4,- Theatre. Apply in person at the also have a limited number of
5-19-P
350.
theatre between 10:00 a. m. spaces available. For addition- TAPPAN provincial 30 inch
range, $100.00. Phone 753-7550. BEAGLE PUPS, 5 months old,
85 ACRES with 3/4 mile black- and 3:00 p. m.
S-20-C al information phone 753-8565
top frontage. Suitable for farmS-18-C $15.00; also 8 foot pool table,
or 753-7770.
S-20-NC
$65.00. Call 753-6583 or 753land, subdividing or develop- PERMANENT job opening for
S-19-P
ment. Less than $150 per acre. male at Thurmond Feed Mill. ROOMS for college boys. Pri- APARTMENT-SIZE gas range. 1879 after 5:00 p. m.
92 ACRES with approximately Please apply in person. 5-213-C vate entrance. 107 North 17th 1 year old. Call 753-4565. S-18-e
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SERVICES OPFIRED
Phone 753-7408 after 4:00 p. m. SUPER
1,200' blacktop frontage. Woven
stuff, sure null That's
WANTED: Short order coots,
TFC BIQA, Lustre for cleaning rugs POUR KI'ItHEIN.- chairs, three
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom WILL CONTRACr new houses. wire fence and creosoted poslik nigtht
shift.
Apply
in
person.
pieces red wod-rierpet. Phone
house with study and garage, General repair work and Map'around .entire farm. Less than Jerry's
Restaurant, South 12th. TWQ-141)ROOM Ar"--Weetete and uphohttery. Rent electric 753-2732.
$300 per acre.
'S-20-C
kitchen and den combination. Dona. Phone 753-3356.
shampooer
51.
Big
K.
5-20-C
trailer
at
1322 west Sycamore.
S-30-C
2-BEDROOM HOME near elePhone 753-4763.
S-20-C
Phone 753-5332 after 4:00 p. m. THREE-BEDROO
Oet.-104
FRIGIDAI
Range,
RE
good
conM brick; cenmentary school. Low down payS-18-C tral heat and air, carpeting dition. Rolle-way bed with inQUALITY constructed 3-bedment
to
qualified buyer.
AUTOS
A
SALE
room frame home in KeeneHOUSE TRAILER, 10' x 50', throughout, built-in Tappan ap- nerspring mattress, also Duncan
TO BUY, see us. TO SELL, list
1958
FORD two-ton truck with two miles from Murray. Phone pliances, 1% ceramic tile baths, Phyfe Chrome breakfast set.
land Subdivision. Very spacious
with us.
May be seen at 1213 Peggy Ann
family room and kitchen with
753-6231.
FULTON YOUNG Realty, 4th grain bed. Phone 753-Wry.
S-18-P with carport. Shrubs already
set. In city school districa. Drive.
5-20-C
all appliances. Carpeted throand Maple Streets. Office phone 1967
AUSTIN-HFALY
3,000 FURNISHED HOUSE, ideal for Phone 733-4516 after 5:00 p. m
ughout, 1% baths. 1 year old
733- 7333. Home phones: Fulton Mark
m. White convertible, four college boys, located at
and has been kept like new.
S-22-C
Young 753-4946, R. B. Patter- mint
conditioa. Will consider 408 North 7th Street. Inquire
e" Prices You Can Afford
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
JUST LISTED, a 3-bedroom
son 436-8697, Ishmael Stinson any
HOT
WATER
heater, table top,
reasonable offer. Phone at 410 North 7th Street or call
frame in very good condition. rPo Fast
753-1534.
30 gal., $7.50; table, maple drop
Competent Service
753-4996.
$-ISC 753-3827 after four p. m.
Utility room, carpets and drapBOOM MOSS
H-S-20-C
leaf, and four chairs, $50.00;
ACROSS
6 Poems
S
-18-C
GOMM 00000N
es. Central air conditioning. Al1964 PONTIAC, Grand Prix. All
7 Tremulous
typewriter
and
Located
table, $12.50. 1-Macaw
200 Main Street,
00 0013 OW MO
8-Colonizes
so a real nice 20' x 60' buildpower and air. Extra clean. TRAILERS: one, one-bedroom, Phone 489-2385.
9 Greek letter
5-18-C 4-Volcanic
rrnNTOROOOMMN
in rear of
ing with a garage, centrally
$650.00
emanation
.Phone
10
Anglo-Saxon
WANTED TO BUY
436-2323. S-19-C $40.00 per month. One two-bedOR
OU MOM
8-Portico
heated. Ideal for almost any
,money
John R. Used Furniture
room, $55.00 per month. Phone
nommanuu ROE
11 Everyone
ONE TEN SPEED Racer bike, 12-Obtain
WANTED: Used practice piano, 1962 IMPALA four door sedan, 489-3623.
kind of home workahop. Phone
13-The
sweet
sop
00
NIIIIII1111111111
17-Printer
ORO 000 MO
s
S-18-C one five speed
good condition. Call 7634828. six cylinder, automatic transogee us today for detaika
collegiate bike. 14-Nobleman
mteasum
MREI 03DMOOMOH
mission, power steering and
USE for college boys. Three 1511 Johnson Boulevard. S-18-C 15-Rodent
19-Guinness
point
TOO
00 00
16-EvertastIng
ER CONSTRUCTION, a PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
brakes. Phone 753-2838, 5-19-P bedroms, living room, kitchen
22 Hole
18-Collect
BABY BED with mattress; 20-Dispatched
well designed interior and ex24.
Near
and
bath
OM ROM OUR 00
MAINTENANCE
Phone 753-3040.
WOULD LIKE to buy used 1962 FORD station wagon.
terior 3-bedroom brick with 2
child's table and chairs; play 21-Symbol for
25 Caudal
OMR0UP OOMMFIR
cerium
for your Home or Office
S-23-NC horse; diaper
piano. c.iai during day 753- Phone 753-8243 after 6:00 p m.
appendage
large bathe, fireplace in the
pall; training 22-Writing
00000 WOMVO
Professional Maintenance
26 Girl's name
1351, night 753-4599.
implement
farad), room, built-in applianS-20-C UNFURNISHED four-room a- seat; bed rails; trailer hitch.
27-In addition
23-Tardy
37-fight
45 Unit of Italian
Box
623
ces in the kitchen, double g,a802 College Court.
S-18-P 17-Inquire
28 Location
WANTED: 500 gallon or small- 1959 CADILLAC four door se- partment, elect& heat. One
38-Puffed up
currency
Calvert City. Ky. 42029
rage plus a storage area, and
29-Pronoun
block
40
from
-Residue
Murray
29-Hasten
State
Uni46-Shut noisily
er size L. P. tank. Call 435- dan Deville, all power and air,
30 Part of flower
41-Three-toed
a lo.acktop driveway included.
30-Stroke
Phone 443-68f3
versity.
Phone 753-6102 or 75347-Weight of India
31-Chinese mile
5102.
sloth
ITP extra clean, $450.00. Call 4367-FOOT General Electric re- 32-River
32-Studio
This home is bargain priced at
48-Prefix: before
5541.
island
The Complete Cleaning
43-Symbol for
5-19-C frigerator. Apartment
2323.
33-Armed
5-20-C
33-Existed
size
49-Inle
Tapt
silver
$27,000. You may sele.L your
conflict
Service
44-Changes
pan electric range. Phone 753- 34-Prefix: not
50-Assault vessel
own color scheme.
35 Declare
36-Contunction
color of
(mit.)
TWO HOUSE TRAILERS - one 6879.
S-18-P 37-Flying mammal
AN OLDER frame home that •
38-Guido's
$30.00
month.
One
860.00
PROFESS
monIONAL
residen
NOTICE
tPOR RENT
needs repair. Located on a
high note
th. Also lot for private trailer. IT'S inexpensive to clean rugs 39-Bacteriolog
ist's
beautiful wooded lot 100' x 1.1 painting. Brush, roll, spray. HAPPINE
and upholstery with Blue LusSS
is
clean
a
rug!
Call
wire
436-2323
5-20-C
setimates.
450'. See this place and make References. Free
SINGLE
tre.
ROOMS
Rent
40-Swiss
river
electric
upstairs
shampooer
at
Profession
maintenan
al
ce,
Box
Phone 753-3485.
Oct. 21-C
41 Indian
us an offer.
623, Calvert City, Ky, Phone 1115 Olive Street. Electric THREE-ROOM furnished apart- $1. Western Auto, Home of
mulberry
heat,
ment,
"The
refrigerat
electric
Wishing
heat
or
and air conWell."
privilages.
JUST OUTSIDE the city limits, STUD SERVICE, AKC register, 443-8823. Let us shampoo your
5-20-C 42 Final
Phone
753-1503.
44 Faces of
a full basement with 3 bed- ad Boston Terrier. Phone 753- rug.
S-20-C ditioning. No children. Phone
5-20-C
Clocks
753-1311.
rooms, bath, and a 3-car ga- 5725.
S-20-P
5-20-P
DINING ROOM suite; carved 47-Agile
FURNISHED apartment, panelrage. Ideal for a car repair or
ed, air conditioning, % block DUPLEX APARTMENT, one Italian Mediterranean, six Ca- 51 Sesame
WILL DO baby Attar* in my PERSONN FRANCHI
clean up shop.
52-Great Lake
EL
SE
off
campus. Couples only. block from University. Ea c h thedral chairs, table with ban- 53 Otherwise
home.
Plane
753-069.
S-20-C
190 ACRE FARM near New
apartment
quet
sized
completely
extension,
Phone
furnishbuffet, 54 Period of time
753-1805.
5-20-P
Here's your opportunity to
Ooncord. Well fenced, n e w CARS WAMEED mW waxed.
ed. For married couples or four server, china cabinet. All for 55 Hind part
pump and well. Excellent cat- Clamed inside. Call 753-1225. own your own business and
students. Including cooking fa- $350.00. Phone 753-1306, 5-20-C 56 Places
enter an interesting and
tle farm.
57 Obstruct
MALE HELP WANTED
cilities. Phone 753-2649.
S-344 highly profitable field-findINCOME PROPERTY: A 9-room
COlore.r., TABLE and two end
DOWN
S-20-C
ing jobs for other people. NEED MONEY? Sell Knapp
frame house with 5 bedrooms,
tables $25.00. Call 753-2299 or
Personnel franchises are now
Shoes, part or full-time. No NEW DUPLEX apartment, fur- 753-6464.
I
Site
of
3 baths. Located near the CamS-20-C
Tai Mahal
being offered in your area investment. High commissions nished or unfurnished, two bedpus and presently leased for
2
Paper
measure
175 CC JAWA Motorcycle, moby BAKER & BAKER, the
plus bonus. Write to R. A. Di- rooms. Couple or couple and del
over $3,000 per year. L ar ge
450. call 753_5128 after 4 3 Assault
nation's
fastest
growing
emMarzio, Knapp Shoes, Brock- one child. Phone 753-4599 afwooded lot.
4 Turns around
m. on Saturday.
N. Jobs to Smelt. or Large
ployment service. Unequal- ton, Mass. 02402.
track
S-21)-P
INCOME PRTERTY: Large
5-20-C ter 3:30 p. m.
S-20-C
to be Appreciated
5 Devoured
ed opportunities for both
house located on North 16th,
Free Estimates
men and women. Call or
across from the University. The
Contact:
write Larry Green, Vice
house has a good heating system
President, Baker & Baker
and is in a good state of reEmployment Service, Inc.,
pair. This property could easily
I'M HOPIN' SO, SLATS. GOT -N,
935 J. C. Bradford Building,
be converted into a tri-plea
A COUPLE 0'MORE
MOST OF THE SPARE PARTS I
(.......
Nashville,
Tenn.
37219.
and its large corner lot offers
HOURS AND I'LL BE
NEED OUT OF JUNK YARDS.
Phone (615) 254-1272.
READY TO START
ample parking space for rent- lietween SAO a. re. and
_..., THE
5101 e. ea.
ENGINE.
ers.
5-18-C
AN EXCEPTIONAL lake cabin
located in Panorama Shores.
POSITION NEEDED
Excellent design, full size basement, very nice and air conditioned, wooded lot. Contains DESIRE position as secretary,
1520 sq. feet of floor space and clert-typiet. Business school
GET RID CM
graduate. Insurance firm backis priced at only $11,800.
PESTS
grotmd.
Please
call
492-8189.
WE HAVE MANY excellent
S-19-P
building lots in desirable locations; several are wooded.
Come by our office at 502 MaFEMALE HELP WANTED
ROACHES
ple or call us at any time to
Carry Germs
discuss your Real Estate needs. CHILDREN back to
school?
SPIDERS
We appreciate your business. Turn those spare
hours into
Are Poison
TUKER
C
REALTY & Insurance dollars. Sell Avon's
Christmas
TERMITES
., 502 Maple
eet, Murray, gift line to neighboes. Call
or
Eat Your Home
ntucky,
Phone
753-4342, write, Mrs. Evelyn
L Brown,
Home phones: Donald R. Tuck- Avon
Mgr. Dist 440, Shady
Locally owned and operater, 753-5020; Bobby G. Grogan,
753-4978: W. Paul Dailey, Jr., Grove Road, Marion, Ky. 42064, ed for 30 years. We can be
phone 885-3363.
YO'IS NOW TIED
S-19-C reached 24 hours a day.
-1'11.4"PORI;
753-8702.
INTO "CLEAN
-AN' IN LESS'N A MONTH,YO'LL
H-S-20-C
Call Timis)
, Fer FREE
ANIGEL FACE.!'
RASSLI N'S"
Inspectlen
MORE OR LESS STRAIGHTEN
AN WANTS TO
CULANICST
Phone 753-3914
OUT!!
BE
LIKE 5n10'Member Chamber of
HOLD --BOD‘11
AND
Commerce and Builders
SOUL.",
Asamiation. LCP-195
ct

Will Start

Notice
ALL MERCHANTS

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
at 9:00 a.m., at

r

who wish to help us organize a nonprofit credit and collection agency.
•
We held one meeting of about
25 merchants but we need all interested merchants to come forward and help us get this badly
needed agency on the way.
I have contacted 105 merchants
who feel this agency is needed, so
please come to our next meeting
Thursday, September IS, at 7:00
o'clock, to the . . .

Corvette Lanes

All interested Junior League
bowlers, ages 8 through 18,
are invited.

TV SERVICE CENTER
or Call Us at 753-7381

GET
ATTENTION

FOR

I

CHUCK'S

TV REPAIR

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

onsamenoN Eno

g-is.c

or 8
f 25

ye 654

;AUGE
)AD

42

•

4

BLACK TOP PAVING

Abbie 'N Slats

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

1 98

PS

by R. Van Buren

Lill' Abner

rS
37

SANDBLASTING EQUIPMENT

We are now the distributor for Clemco Sandblasting
Equipment. We can furnish both this equipment and the
sand.
If this type of equipment fits your needs, we invite you
to call us for further information.

1 47
s 1 99

by Al Capp
rr-ma-Kmar".Y-RELAA 014,MiSTA14

Murray Silica Sand, Inc.
Industrial Road

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

OS
(
4
r
V0114
6
I646
'
irliy 1
(

Phone 713-7014
Located ISO Is. 1$110 Si.

:;!Alt;l1t1

Phone 753 1372 or 753-7196
4

r

o.‘‘'

THE LEDGER
8:00 NET Journal: Still a Brother
Thursday, Sept. 25
3:00 Management by Objectives
3:90 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 What's New
4:90 Jazz Alley: George Brunis
5:00 Window to the Classroom.
American History
5:25 FOCUS on Youth
5:30 Antiques. C hairs
8:00 Success Through
Word
Power
WKPAU, Channel 21, Murray
8:30 Smart Sewing: Child's PinWeek of Sept. 22. 1969
_ afore
Monday, September 71
7:00 News in Preepective
3:10 Spanish Orientation
8:00 NET Festival: The Eternal
(Level I)
Tramp
3:30 Misterogess Neighborhood
Friday, September 26
4:00 What's Now
3:00 Success Through Word
5:30 Friendly Giant
Power
5:45 Friendly Giant
11:00 Window to the Classroom: 3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
4:00 Sign-Off
Physical Science
5:25 Calling All Consumers:
Ky. Bibb Lettuce
5:30 French Chef: Heil &Luise
& Bearnaise
COO Book Best: Maisie Ward
8:30 Beginning Polk Guitar
7:00 NET Playhouse: The FaA new folding kit puts in one
ther
neat package the basic face
830 Governor's Youth Press
makeup most women need.
Conference
Recommended for travel, and
Tuesday, September 23
for a neat looking purse, the kit
3:10 Spanish Orientation
contains lipsticks in assorted
(Level 11)
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood shades, lip brush and glosser, two
brush-on rouge colors, a tiny
4:00 What's New
brush,
eye shadow in two
4:30 Friendly Giant
shades, two eyeliners, shadow
4:45 Friendly Giant
5:00 Governor's Youth Press applicator, and a small magnifying mirror.
Conference
(Elizabeth Hartley, available
5:30 Smart Sewing: ChiWI Pinfrom variety and drug stores).
afore
8:00 Management Objectives
8:30 Antiques: Chairs
You knew it wouldn't be long
7:00 Book Beat: Maisie Ward
before moon walks inspired the
7:30 Advanced Folk Guitar
8:00 Conversation: Fred Rogers fashion world. One costume
8:30 French Chef: Hollanaise jewelry manufacturer is out with
a collection that has the cur& Bearnaise
rently favored bully look but
Wednesday, Sept. 24
actually is almost weightless.
3:00 To Be Announced
Shapes are mostly geometries
3:15 Friendly Giant
3:30 Misterogere N.e4libb918011 with one oversized pendant a
moon kt.orbit design. It can be
4:00 What's New_
paired with a satellite pendant.
4:30 Advanced Folk Ovilhar
5:00 Windim to the Cismanoin: One design that dominates the
bodice from neckline to waist'rime for Make
5:30 Conversation: Fred Rogers line is a series of moons in
8:00 Sounds of Summer. The gleaming metal. Also available
Concord Sumer Festi- moon rings and bracelets.
val
(Vendome).

TIMES

&

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

GET READY FOR THE

Educational
Television
Schedule

4

IG FREEZE
WINTERIZE

NOW!

SALE PRICES
GOOD THROUGH
SATURDAY, SEPT 20

ANTI FREEZE
Be sure this winter
that
your
Anti
Freeze stays at
proper
temperature level.

If
Road Test Magazine
considered over
103 other makes
and models
before it selected
Toyota Corona
as Imported Car of
the Year...

Be sure and carry one
in your car. Ideal for
auto, bikes, tractors.

THERMOSTATS
Easily installed for
Improved heater and
engine performance.
Dependable, troublefree performance....

Complete with 4 galvanized hose clamps
In both 5/8 and 3/4
inch.

NEVER PICK UP
A STRANGER

Factory Fresh Brand New
AMERICAN
MADE

1(

See

The hiI lel
usually w
the fellow

"Four-lane
seemed tc
Let's star
Bob Moye
going to
traffic if s
says Bob ,

We must
the Distric
ed the ht
well. He is
evidently
of engine(
speaking, i
ledge of I
high degre

One impor
of the has
widening •
mentioned
a problem
Don Kelley
Planning c4
One proble
fic survey
age •

PREST ONE

Our Reg.
$2.33

United

Well, w•
hearings 1
public hea
attended
most unim

101-BH
Straight
Barrel

SATISFIES
NEW CAR
W
ARRANTY

Call

TIRE
PUMP

TESTER

Famous From
Oil
Filters To Fit
Most Cars

Sol
In

Another fa
of doing ti
state. I
work
rig, cui
swalks.

ik

IGNITION SET

As Dr. Spa
Is the oppo
Main Stree

SPARK
PLUGS

And as son
is the best
ever had :
widened.

Our Reg. 67c
6 CArnier
Reg. $1.97

And Thank
for keeping
before the

Our, Rog,
$2.33

(Continuo

shouldn't
you consider
Toyota Corona

PER
BOOSTER CABLE
Designed

DUPONT

RADIATOR NEEDS

for

heavy duty
jumper application. ALL-COPPER. Fully insulated terminal
clips. 8 ft. long

Get set for winter with
these famous Dupont radiator needs.
Our Reg. 66c

Our Rag.
$2.33

2ii

Super Roadmaster

NYLON CORD TUBELESS
Consider the no-cost extras. Like
reclining bucket seats, nylon carpeting, vinyl upholstery, back-up
lights, electric windshield wipers.
Consider the performance. 0-to-60
in 16 seconds. Quiet acceleration.
A top speed of 90 mph. Consider
the quality control. Over 700 tests
and inspections.
Then consider the price. $1950*

Rally
Cream

HATCHER

WAX

TIRES
24,000 Mile Wear-Out GUARANTEE

An Equal

Employer

• P01 p,... WA.t..1,10.011

•ctesgoties, o91Ps., tr•igh, e*d ,o••• 41010

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Two your
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the report
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The two
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Church witl
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Opportunity

ACRES OF FREE PARKING
753-8777

Two
Aftel

9 A.M. To 9 P.M. WEEKDAYS
1:00 P.M. To 6 P.M. SUNDAYS

e chui
ing et 1
World Hall,
and Maple E
entrance).
Services
day with Bi
at 9:40 a.m
services at 1
ing services
For
fur
phone 753'
782-6278 F.v
and invited
said.
--HUR'
Gene Ed
at Lynn Gsi
jet in a fall
painting his
Ha was on
first of the

